


Thanks to Eli breakthrough
monolithic column design, an
of these usee benefits are [lOW

available, and much more.

New 600HTT TURBO
T~STER® performs faster
CNC roll testing of spiral
and hypoid bevel gear sets.

Bevel gear cutting
enters a new era with
the Phoenix" IT 275HC
CNC Bevel Gear
Cutting Machine.
~t's 35% smaller than the Phoenix-
175HC butproduces parts with
diameters up to 275 mm... cuts
dry without chip shrouds and
vacuum ysteras ... s.impJifies
ami peeds part loadl unload and
cutter changeover; .. and feature
direct-drive pindle motors for
faster setup and machining times.

It features a smaIl footprint, ergonomic
andeasy-to-use design." performs not only
basic pattern checking but also 8FT (Smglc
Flank Transmission error) testing and

SBN (Srructure-Borne-Nolsejtesting ... and
accommodates workpiece diameters up to 600 rum.

The 600HTI TURBO TESTER- also shares the same
platform made popular with the recent introduction of
the 600HTL TURBO LAPPER-, so you benefit from
vast reductions in floorspace, and a highly acce: sible

work. chamber.
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-..tJ1nnl1I.aI gear arfneW.
Integrated dreulng unit, aIIowI generat.
Ing and form grinding with dreasable
and CBN tools in the same machine,
with a capacity of 200/300mm dia. and
up to an Bmm module. Combined with
the automatic loading! unloading fea-
ture, this machine is an efficient produc-
tion unit with proven Liebherr reliability.
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state-of-the-art technologies to design the
gear tooth geometry and to manufacture
all bevel gears in the PTO& AGB for
Pratt & Whitney's PW 6000 engine.

2301 Curtiss Street • Downers Grove. Il 60515
Tel: (630) 969-7640· Fax: (630) 969-0253

www.arrowgear.com
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MACHINE Up To

MORE PARTS
PER HOUR

@I

Dura-Bar Plus is a new engineered iron
that machines better than carbon and alloy
steels ... and better than competitive grades of

continuous cast iron.

New & Improved Dura-Bar Ptus give YOLI

A :LOWER COST PER PART •••

PLUS - MORE PARTS PER HOUR!
Decrease cycle time.
Increase productivity!

P:LUS - LONGER INSERT LIFE!
Reduce your downtime for
tooling changes'!'

PLUS - A DEFECT-FREE MATERIAL!
Quality guaranteed!

New Dura-Bar Plus is available in gray and ductile
iron grades and in a wide variety of sizes
and shapes. For more information, see
our web site at www.dura-bar.com.

Or call
1-800- BAR MILL
(1-800-227-6455)

INCREASE YOUR MACHINING
PRODl'CnVIlY ANDSAVEMONEl' wrm

New Dura-Bar Plus, THE LATfST
IN :ENGINEERED METAL TECHNOLOGY.

Continuous Cast Iron Bar Stock
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•Check Marposs For All
The 'Gear YOll Need

M62 OBO Gear Gauge
OBD, PD and root diameter inspection _

Re-toolable _
Multiple standard capabilities _

Ball or pin contacts _
Shaft and ring-type parts _

Manual gear rollers _
Manual Of automatic operation _

Statisd.cal packages available _

Looking for an easy, cost-effective way to check gears? Marposs has
the solution - the M62 bench gauge system. It's accurate, flexible
and right .at home on the shop floor:
ND more dedicated gauges .
The modular M62 system is quickly re-toolable using ordinary hand
tools. You'll save time and the cost of dedicated gauges.
A single-source for all of your gear inspection needs
No one has a more complete line of gear checking equipment than
Marposs, so every component is guaranteed compatible. Forget
mixing and matching.
If you are looking for easier, more accurate gear checking plus
optional noise detection, take a look at the Marposs M62 bench
gauge system. It's geared just for you .

•~~~!!~IIM62 Double FJank Gear RoUer
ManlJailoading of gear wheels and! gear shafts
Measures:
• Radial. composite deviation
• Radial runout
_ Tooth to tooth radial composite deviation

, _ Tangential composite deviation
_ Nicks
_ Optional measurements include center

distance, bore diameter and perpendicularity
of bore to gear face

_ Optional noise detection.
All functional checks can be displayed on the
rugged. E9066 industrial PC system which olfers
a linear graphic display with full SPC functions

Gear Masters/Gauges
• Go-no go gauges
_ Thread gauges
_ Spltne gauges
_ Plain masters and master gears

SEE US AT GEAR EXPO 2003 BOOTH # 1115

MARPDSS

3300 Cross Creek Parkway
Auburn Hills, MI 18326,2758
1·888·627 -76 77
Fax: 248-370-0621
E-mail: marposs@us.marposs.com
www.marposs.com
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PUBlJISHER'S PA'GE

Shades of Gray
InAmerica and most parts of the world, people are looking ] Traffic on powertrans-

for answers about what' going to happen next in the manu- mission.comT'<1 has risen.
factoring economy. We're all looking for evidence that bet- with page views steadily

ter times arc ahead, or at least that the worst is over. We crave a increasing over the Ia....' four
clear indicator, something that shows us in black and while that ' months, reaching a high of
the situation i<; going to gel bener, 162,000 in April. EaII)' in

nfortunately, there don't seem to be any clear-cut signs. 2002. user sessions were
Instead of a black-and-white indication of where we're headed, about 30.000 per month.
all we get are many shade~ of gmy. Now they are in the

.In some cases, the news appears promising. For example, for I 35,000-40.000 range. Marie
most of this year, the Purchasing Managers Index has hovered
around 50. the equilibrium point between growth and contrac-
tion. In January and February, the index was above 50, indicat-
ing growth in tlile economy.

But in other cases, the news i!. not so good, Industrial capa -
ity utilization in the United Stales is at itslowest point in more
than 10 years. Unemployment remains high, Machine tool con-
sumption continues to decline.

Yeti continue La hear from people in industry thai they're
getting some ac~i~ity in the form of quotes on jobs-not as good I

a~ sales, but activity nonetheless.
There's a lot of information out there. and sometimes it's

bard to figure out. which bits are important and which bits can be
ignored. Often the statistics we sec and hear-good news or
bad-e-arc completely irrelevant 1.0 our companies' business.
Other bits of information may be extremely important

This issue we're goi.ng to provide you with information
we've been collecting over the past year lhal. may shed some
Iigllt on the :.Iale of the gear industry. For some time, we've
been tracking the level of activity on our websites. I've always
found that infornunlon to be both imere ting and helpful. In
this issue. we've prepared several charts detailing those sta-
tistics. on page 27. and we offer that data for you]' inrerpreta-
lion and analysi .

The charts include traffic dam 10 three web ites, each with a
slighLly different audience, bUI all related to the gear industry.

pOII!t'nrarmllissioll.cmn™ is home (0 our direerory of power
transmission component ... including gears, bearings, maims and
speed reducers. Acth'ity 00 that website should be an indicator
of interest in the industry's end products. The Gear Industry
Home PageT" il>home 10 our diret:lory of suppliers to the gear
industry, including machine 1001 lind cutting tool manufacturers
and suppliers of services such <b heal treating and consulting,
Activity on that website indicates. in part, interest in planned
capital equipment and consumable supplies and services.
Finally. we've included statistic» from the website of Cadillac
Machinery Co., Inc., my own used gear machinery business, The
used machinery market is more of a spot market, indicating the
need for machines today or in the near future.

The most interesung thing about these statistics is that traffic
has increased substantially on all three websites over the past six
months, Each of them has moved to a new level compared with
a year ago.

people than ever before are
using the website to find
suppliers of gears, bearings,
motors, speed reducers and
other power transmission products.

During most of 2002, traffic on The Gear Industry Hom«
Page"J"M was flat. with user sessions in the 17,000-20,000 per
month range and page views in the 65,OO0-70,UOO range. Over
the past four months, the numbers have gone up murkedly, willi
.highs of 116,000 page views in March and nearly 26.000 user
sessions in April.

Cadillac's website has seen perhaps the most steady and sig-
nificant growth. Although the overall numbers are much small-
er. traffic has nearly doubled over the past year,

A part of the growth in traffic on these websites b due to she
effectiveness of our marketing efforts. The monthly increase of
visitors tells us that we're doing a good job getting the word out.

Also. part of 'the growth probably comes from increasing use
of the Internet as a [001 for researching and buying industrial
equipment. components and services.

But. pan of the growth tells me that there is activit.y in our
industry ..

We offer no black-and-white conclusion .. about what lie)'
ahead based on the information presented here ..No muller how
you interpret the trends, though, the growth on all three or these
websites has (0 be taken as a good sign for our industry.

Michael Goldstein
Publi her & Editor-in-Chief

P.S.-Please lell us if you find the InfOnnatlon In
these charts interesting or useful. Also..please
tell us if you have any suggestions about other
Infonnation you'd like to see about the geat'
Industry. Call '(847) 437-6604 or send e-mail to
people@geartechnology.com.

www ..powflrlr.nsmission.com. www.gesll,ecllnology.com· GEAR: TlECHNOLOGV. JULV/AUGUST 2003 7
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evaluate the weld integrity. ares '10 B. pre-determined peed, its motor

A~ ILxJe is being friction welded to = Mandan!- All of thi • excluding the post run .is dis ngaged and the workpieces are
ized bub-lik·e,endl. Photo CODI'IU1' of.Amelican te: ting, takes from five seconds 10 sever- forced together under forge force. As the
FriCtiOll1 'We'I'ding, Inc~ al minute ..When factoring lin. the testing, spindle. peed. low • the kinetic energy
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'We,lding Different Gear Materialls
Friction welding bas been thought of

as a olutian for customers with lot of
volume to be welded and 1.01 of capital
investment, Industry opinions are chang-

ing. though, and it's becoming an eco-
nomic option for small-volume batches.

The proce s has been around for

awhile but. has neverbeen as popular as
other conventional mean, of welding.

Unlike traditional welding. friction
welding can join both similar and dis-

imilar materials with different mechaai-

call , nd physi ::IIproperti s Ihrough rota-
tional force and hydraulic pressure

without flux or filler material. Good can-
didate materials for these combination

are carbon and alloy . reels,
Among the gear industry applications

are bi-metaliic propeller haft for the
marine indll try. plined axle hafts. and
:!langed gear blanks.

In addition, friction welding lake
place in a narrow, heat-affected zone, I)

it hll minimal effect on adjacent
machine or heat treat characteristic ,
says Joel Don hue. general manager of
American Friction Welding.

The job . hop, located in Brookfleld,

Wl, has offered lhi .ervice for year ,

rno Ily on hydraulics, pump shafts, elec-
tric motor hafts. drills, and. hand tools.
a wen as automotive and con Lruction
equipment

Whatever the product is, once it
arrives at American Friction Welding,
the welding process starts with the prod-
uct' axi of ymrnetryIt' ea ie I. when

the component have a. natural axi of
ymmetry; If' a part i. not al'ready

equipped with this. then engineers devel-

op the tooling 10 create one.
After the axis of ymmetry i deter-

mined, weld parameters are developed
which include rpm. axial load, time

frame. and amount of axial shortening.
After developing these parameters, parts
are then. tested in. a . ituation thai mimic.
it actual performance. Once those
parameter are establi hed and proven,

they're loaded into the machine' COIl- I
troller. Then they begin the proces of!
loadi.ng parameters and feeding cornpo- j

nent before commencing production. I
The machine controller m nitors those ;

e.l. parameter and. t~eir limitations Ii

throughout the production run, If any-
thing falls out id the parameters,the

machine sends out an alert. I
One workpiece i held in a rotating

pindle and the other i held in a station-
ary clamp . Operators control the speed of

the motor-driven workpiece. Then. an

axial load is applied tothe components
being welded, Interfaces of the twocom-
ponents rub together, re ulting in heat

Thi i maintained until a predeter-
mined amount of time or axial horten-
ing occurs. At this point, a braking force

i applied and the axial load i increased
in 'the final forge pha e. Thl force i held
for a pre- et am uru of lime after the
rotation stops,

Many lime. a post-weld te t i done
on a ampling basis as the final step to
check for torsional, bend or hardness
properties of (he heat affected zone. In

a.ddition. ukrasonic inspection is II ed to

Welcome to Revolutions, 'he col-
umn' that brings you the latest most

up-Io-date and easy-to-rBad infor-

mation about ,the people Bnd tech-

nology of the gear industry.

Revolutions welcomes your sub-

missions. Please send them to'Gear

Technology, P.O. Box'426, Elk

Grolle IVillage.. It ,fi0009, fax (841)

431-6618 Dr B-ma;1 people@geart-
echnology.com. If you'd like' mor"
infonIlat;on about any of the ani-

des that appear; plellS8 use Rapid

Reader Response at www,geBrtech~-
nology.comlm.ldm.

the initial weld development process can
last from a few hour toa few weeks,

depending on pan. size. shape and con-

figuration.
As tar as capabilities. American

Friction Welding has eight. direct-drive

friction welding machine ranging from
four to 125 tons. which can weld solid
diameters from ]/8"-4 1/4".

"One machine has pari orientation. Its

spindle has an end coder on the spindle
that keep track of where the pindle
tart and Lop ," say Donohue "The

advantage of this feature i that the com-
ponerns can have uniquely machined
features with a relationship '10 one anoth-
er atter welding wi.thin +/_.1.5°." This

kind of control is a major benefit to th
direct-drive welding proces .

However, there's another type of fric-
tion welding called inertia welding.

Manufacturing Technology Inc. in South
Bend. IN. does both and points out dis-
tinctive a pect .of each approach.

Inertia welding uses flywheels bolted
to a pindle chuck. The : pinene aceeler-

http://wWW.powBTtr,BlIsmission.com'.
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stored in the rotating mass dissipates as I
heat through friction at the weld inter- j
face. The welding force continues to

pushthe two' components together for a
shan period of rime after the rotation
cea es,

Though it offers the operator Jess
control,inertia welding generally has

fa ter cycle times, a narrower heat-

affected zone and fewer weld variabtes

(rpm and pressure) and doe not require
clutches and brakes, says Kevin Grewe,

sales engineer for MTI Welding.
"For gears, there's not a definite

method that's better than the other.
Sometimes there's the need 10 orientate
one gear onto another and, :in that case,
the direct drive friction welding is best,"

SEE US AT GEAR EXPO .2OOl BOOTH # 820

he says. "We do slightly more inertia

welding, mainly because auto makers

want such high cycle times."

Friction welding, whether done by

inertia or direct drive, is not a elation
for every company or application. Many
times, the component configuration and
material type are good indicators of
whether the process is a good fit
Generally, free machining and resulfur-
ired material, which contain high lev-

els of lead and sulfur, may have adverse
effects on the joint. say Donohue,

For Kuhn Knigh; Manufacturing Inc.
of Brodhead WI, tile fricaon welding

process was a perfect fit. Hugh Hosely,

a buyer for tile company, hired

American Friction We.ldmg everal
years ago to friction weld Kuhn' plug
as embly product ,

"We've been very happy with the
service," he says, "it's inexpen ive and

produces a better product becau e two
pieces become one, Ai 0, with alradi-

tional weld.they're only held together by
a ring of weld, and this is far superior."

No P,itch ICones. N:o IFace
Cutters = Greater Gear

Freedom
David Dooner wants more freedom

for de igners and manufacturers of spi-
ral. bevel and hypoid gears, He wants to

give it to them by removing the gears'
restrictions on face width, spiral angle
and! number of teeth,

He also wants them to be free to spec-
ify those gears with. the same procedure
tbey use to specify cylindrical gears,

Variable
Diamatflf

Clltter

Illypoid
IPinion
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face cutters fromilie design and manu-
facture of spiral bevel and bypoids.

Dooner has been working on this way
since the late ]9805, when be was a grad-
uate tudent at 'the University of Florida,
'Gainesville. Studying for his doctorate,
Dooner ianed to think about unifying
tile design and manufacture of different
type of gears, 1,1 ingtheir kinematic struc-
ture to create a single framework.

He discussed his idea with his doctor-
al advisor. Ali Seireg, and it became part
of his doctoralmesls, It also provided the
foundation of his method for spbal
bevels and hypoids.

After receiving his doctorate, Dooner
continued to work on the method, collab-
orating w:ithSeireg until Seireg's death in
September. Today, Dooner is an associate
profes or in the mechanical engineering
department atthe University of Puerto
Rico-Mayagiiez.

To this point, his method remains the-
oreticfll-"It hasn'tbeen developed."

Dooner say it, hasn't been because:
"First, the mathematical relation hips are
Dot immediate." and "Second, there is a
well-established art, with an enormous
base."

He adds that most people are focused
on improving the existing method-
"There's been I,iule effon to developing
new ways."

Dooner, however, has been focused
on getting rid of pitch cones and face cut-
ters 'to create a new way.

He explains: PitcJil cones are a design
tool for spiral bevel and bypoid gears.
While helpfal, the cones restrict the face
width of those gears.

With Dooner's way, the gears would
be designed using mathematical formulas
that compare the spiral bevels and
hypoid with their theoretical ideals. That
contrasts with today's practice of com-
paring them with the ideals thai can be
obtained 'through manufacture.

Dooner says using the theoretical
ideals gets rid oflbe re tncuon on piral
bevel. and hypoids' spiral angle and
number of teeth and may get rid of their
limit pressure angle.

During manufacture, face cutters of
spiral. bevels and hypoid create teem of
increasing thickne s as they move across
a gear's face.

Dooner's cutters, though, would be
like variable diametergears with cutting
teeth. They'd cut like variable diameter
hobs, so they'd compensate for varying
tooth thickness. The compensating

Globa II Expe'rtis'e
IFor' AU Aplpl'ications

would remove restrictions on face width
and spiral angle. Wi.thout fuce cutters,
number of teeth wouldn't be restricted,
either.

Dooner says cutting piral bevels and
hypoids would become like bobbing
cylindrical. gears, so specifying them
could become like pec.ifying cylindrical
gears. Tooth profile, pressure angle, spi-

• -- - -'/101111,.,
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8flJi/Ches

CIl/MlI!OO/JII GuIIII
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NAOHII MACHINING TECH NOLOGIY CO.
11500 T'M!nty·llYee Mile Road, Macomb, M,,;t1!gan ~804-4 "03
Phone: (586),263,0100 'OJ! (586)·263-4571 _1\Od11"""oom
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INAOHl MACiHI ING 'feCKNOLOGY CO

wilth con iinlled
Ileodersh p .....
Combining over 140 years of
process, machine,. and tool
eXlJerlence enables Nachi Machining
Technology Co. to maintain Industry
;Ieadership by providing customers
with the "best practices'
manufacturing solutions.

Let us help you with all of your
Broaching, Gear Shaving, Hobbing,
Rolling, Gear Honing, and Tool
Sharpening needs.

http://www.gealtechflo/ogy.com
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ral or helix angle. face width-they

could all be used to design and manufac-
ture spiral bevels and hypoids.

According to Dooner, the cutters
could even be used to manufacturecylin-
drical gears. Different cutters would still
be needed to manufacture different
gears---coar er pitch cutters for coar er
pitch gears, finer for finer, bigger cutters
for bigger gears, smaller for smaller-

but the cutters would be the sametype
and could be u ed in the same type of
machine.

Dooner says his machine and cutters
would streamline a gear manufacturer's
machine tool facilities while making
them more flexible in the types of gears
they could create.

According to Dooner, his method
would provide several other benefits.

THE PURDY
CORPORATION

ISO 9002 CERTIFIED

586 Hilliard Street, RD. Box 1898, Manchestet; ct 06045-1898 U.S.A.
Telephone: 860 649~OOOO• Fax; 860 645-6293

Home Page: http://www.purdyrransmissions.(om
E-Mail: sales@purdytransmissions.com

C1991l THEI'URDY OORPORAnQN

First, gear manufacturers would be able
to create lead crown and profile relief in

their spiral bevel and hypoid gear sets at
the same time they're cutting them.

Second, they might not need to lap,
burnish or polish the sets. Dooner says if
lapping. burnishing or polishing wasn't
needed, gears and pinions would be inter-
changeable. If one broke, a gear manufac-
turer could replace just that member of a

hypoid or spiral bevel gear set: he would-
n't have to make an entirely new set.

Third, his method would offer new
alternatives in gears through its greater
design flexibility, For example, spur
hypoidal gears-not possible in today's
manufacture-would be possible.
Dooner describes spur hypoidals as
non-inter. ecting, non-parallel gears
whose teeth go into and come out of
mesh all at once.

Moreover, Dooner simulated their
manufacture and saw his method could
even make spur hypoidals more effi-

cient by reducing their sliding contact.
Spur hypoidal gears could be used ill

rear axles of antornobiles ..
Before benefits, there'd have to be

development and testing. Both are pos-
sible, though. Dooner's work is at at
point where a machine and set of cut-
ting tools could be developed for test-
ing. He doesn't know how much money
it would take to create them, but he
doubts it would be an unusual amount:
"How much would it take to develop an
existing machine?" 0
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Power Transmission Components

• Motors
• Speed Reducers

• Linear Motion
... and more

Join the thousands who visit every day.
Log onto www.powertransmission.co'mto find suppliers

of the components you need.
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Want better
performance
from y,o'Ur
cutting tools? • •

I I
C,rucible's CPM high speed steels can give you

the edge you"re lookiing f,or!
" .}'O.II w.ant ibeHe, ".rlorntLnC;411 from, your broaeh •• , lID."., mJllltIfI euU.,.." emf
mills, 5IuI".,.. shII".,.. Of otMI' eufl'ng too'" 'lI)'ou, CPM hi"" 5P'Hd ft"'I:'

CPM M4HC A boost in wear resistance over M2 and M3.

CPM- Rex A'S Cobiitt grade lor higher red hardness and
. .... betler wear resistance than M35 or M42.

CPM Rex 54 M4 piuscobatt for added red hardness.

CPM Rex 20, CobaIt-lree but pert::m1s h CPM'Rex 45.

,ePM Re. Tt 5 High vanadium providesabrasion resistance
for edge ratenHon in cut1ing diNlcult materials ..

1be CPM ,(Cruc:[ble Partlcle Metallurgy), Proceu
resutlS in a homogeneous rnlcrcstrucfure wilh a uniform
distribution of extremely fine caJt>ides as shown below~

'ePM Re,. 121 The ultimate in wear resistance and red hardness.
HRC,,70. Suitable for dry C1.Jt1ing. Alternative to carbide.

CPM g,..de. aN .'so .... ".b'a' .In the "HI" (HlfI" SufturJ
modification '01' b.rte,. mac"Inablllly If de Ired.

~~ • ~' ~: a ,iI

, ".!...'"'.~""@~~
~" III ••

. . ~ .-',:~ - :
• ., " •• <Il ... ~- - ••

~ ... _. • It ...

CPM offers real advantages for:
TOOl u.t!I: ~ wear I1lSIstance and ~. L.<:rog<lr·IooIIlI!!.

Better tool ,pe-r1Qrmanco. Easier fe-sharpening,
ro<>/_II_, Impro\<ed g!inC!allIIiIy. Con$IstenI heallJaat response

~ s!Z8 change. SIalE sWsIta!e b' ooafilgs.

Superior red hardness for high cutting speeds
wilh abrasion resistance like T15.

To lInd the Cruc.ible Serv,lce Center
nearest you please call: 800'-365-1185
or visit: www.c:ruc.ibleservl.ce.com

'Cruc'ibl!e •••,
The Too/Steel Pros"
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Columbus Gear Expo-In the

Heart of Manufacturing World
AGMA's Ge., Expo 21m isrecognized n die worldwide gear eventl

October H,_
Greater Columbus Convention Center. Columbus. OH

Buyers and senln of gllrs, IIIchine tool .. cutting tools, servicis
and odIer IUPillilrs to thlgHr industry coagreglt8 i. Collllllbus!

• 135 Exhibitors • 38,000 Squire Feet • www.g .... xpo.com

AGMA official hope to ell compa-
nie on attending Gear Expo based on
three factors-location, location. loca-
tion.

The bi-annueltrade show will be held
Del. 5-8. at the Greater Columbu
Convention Center in Columbu , OH.
Detroit. MI. has traditlcnaljy been the
guaranteed venue for half of the Gear
Expos because of its reputation as the
automotive capital of the world.
Alternating shows rotate between other
Midwe tern eitie . Gear Expo 'OJ was
held in Detroit and Gear x.po'99 in

a hville, TN.
According to AGMA vice pre ident

Kurt Medert, the Columbulocation
hould prove to be an ideall choice

because of i.1 centralized location. While
a hville wa too far outh for many

companies 10 send representatives.
Columbus is within driving distance of
the world's gear manufacturing centers,

"The cily that constantly does well is
Detroit," be say ,"But with Columbu ,
60% of our audience lives within 500
miles,"

Nurnerou manufacturing companies
are located within the Columbus metro-
politan area itself and can make a day trip
of Gear Expo. For example. Honda Motor

www.pow,erfrB'DSmin;QI1'.com. www.y·sartecbl1olo·gy.,com " IGEAR lIECtlNIllILIIGY ". JULY/AUifiUST 2003 1'5

HOTELS,
Gear Expo exhibitors and attendees can take advantage of speciall AGMA fates, but
only by boo·king before September 9, .2003. Published rates are for single/double occu-
pancy. Mention reservation codes indicated below to tab advantage of the discountl

Hvatt Regencv Columbus Convention
Center-SUO
350 N.lHigh St, Columbus OIH43215
Telephone: 16141463-1234
Fax.:{6141280·3034
Code: AGMA
Thefull·service, 6OO-room hotel is direct-
ly connected to the convention center;
For more information, visit
INWW. columbus, hysft. com.

Crowne Plaza Downtown-$129
33 Nationwide Blvd., Columbus OIH43215
Telephone: {6141461-41oo
Fax: (61414611-2679
Code: AGMA
Also cnnnaetad to the convention center,
it has 400 rooms and suites. For more
info, visit
W\\W cmh·downtown. crownepfaza, com.

Hampton Inn & Suites 115
501 N. High St. Columbus OH 43215
Telephone: 16141559-2000, ,(800)426-7866
fax: (6141559-2001
Code: AGMI
Select-service hotel located directlv
across the street born the convention
center. For more information, visit
www.hamptoninn.com/hi/cofumbus-
downmwn.

Courtyard bV Marriott Downtown-$l1Q
35 W. Springl St, Columbus I1IH43215
Telephone: (6141228·3200, (8001321-2211
Fax: (6141228-3266
Code: AGMN
Located three blocks south of convention
center. but within walking distance of sev-
eral restaurants. For more info, visit
lNWW.c/Jurtyard.com/cmhc,{.

IRed Roof Inn Downtow-n-$HIO
1!11E. Nationwide Blvd., Columbus OH
43215
Telephone: (,614)224~6539,1[8001733-7663
Fax: (614) 228·4037
Code: AGMIA
Situated across the street from the' conven-
tion center. This select-service hotel has
150 sleeping rooms and su i~Bs, Visit
WWIIY.redroo"comlor more inf·ormation.

Drury Inn & Suites Convention Center-$99
88 E. Nationwide Blvd .• Columbus OH 4321'5
(6141221-1008, ,[8001378-7946
Code: 545068
Connected to the convention center, the
hotel has 180 rooms and suites. For more
information, visit the web site at
www.druryhoteis.com.

http://www.pow,erfrB'DSmin;QI1'.com.
http://www.druryhoteis.com.


ISO 9001 Certified

T:RANSMECANICA

Rapid
Delivery.

Precise
Profiles.

Custom Bevel Gear Mfg.
Per your Sample and/or Blueprint Specs

=,BsII:.:=:-.~~_~. ----=-- ----'lI;~
Machine and Gear Corporation
Sharon. TN

Spiral neve} Gears~- ,66" PD
Str,aighl Bevel GearS': 80" .PD
Spurs, Hellcals, Spline Shafts
Gearbox Repair
Heat Treat ~ RCm. ,-In-House

~

BREAKDOWN SERVICES

1·800·238·0651 • Fax 731·456·.3073
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Columbus by Inight skyl'ine ..as viewed from the highway. Courtesy of the
GreateT Columbus, Convention & Visitors BlII'eIlll. Photo' by R.ad Berry,

Co. Ltd. has several plants in the area. and Columbus is close
enough for Kentucky companies [0 drive up for '!he day.

In the current economy. closeness call be all asset. because it

would enable attendees who Live in the Midwestern or orne of

the Eastern states to drive to Gear Expo. Columbu i approx-
imately seven hours driving distance from Chicago. three

hours from Pin burgh. and 12 from Des Moines. Show goers

who arc in a greater hurry can take advantage of the summer
air fares or lase booking rates. Cheaper airfare are expected
closer to the show date. and AGMA has et aside a block of
hotel rooms al special rates Ie ee box). Hotels are all cpproai-

matelya ten-minute drive from the airport and cab fare should
run Ie than $15.

Regardless of how they get (here. Medert expect Gear Expo
attendees to be impressed with tile show's facilities.

The Greater Columbus Convention Center was recently

expanded with unlimited floor load restrictions, which is anoth-

er reason it was the ire selected. (Becau e of the heavy equip-
ment normally brought to the show. Gear Expo cannot be held
at facilities with restriction of less than 350 pound per quare
inch.)

Also. there are 3() restaurant within five 1.0 W minutes'
distance of the show. 0

Tell Us What Vou Think ...
Visit www.gflBrtechlll1/ogy.comlo
• Rate this column
• Request more information
• Contact thl companies mlntioned
• Mike a suggestion
Or call {847143'1-6&04to talk 10 one of our editorsl
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Expo Exhibitors Look for
Economic Upswing

II
ompanies in the gear industry
are looking for igns of an eco-
nomic upswing as they prepare
for Gear Expo 2003,:lIld ev-
era) are eeiag uch a. ign,

The ign i quoting.
"Quoting activity has been heavier

starting in the firsl quarter," ays Dave
Melton, expo irion /cemmumcarions
manager for ,Gleason Corp. of Roche ter,
NY. "We are eeing products are being
quoted, but because of tile war [in Iraq],
[purchases] are being pushed back."

Quoting is also up at Contour
Hardening Inc. in Indianapolis, IN.
Quoting has increased for its contract
processing and heat treat systems.

"Wbich would be a prell}! good indi-
cation that something's getting ready to
bust loose," says Contour's vice presi-

deru, Michael R.. haplin,
In Alexandria, VA. Kurt Meder!, vice

pre ident of the American Gear Man-
utacturers Association (AGMA), add
he' been hearing generally po itive talk
about business among gear manufactur-
ers and uppliers through everal recent
as ociation meetings.

At American Metal. Trealing Co.,
though, Bruce Devney is talking to gear
manufacturer and isn't hearing encour-
aging news. ,,- lobody is talking right
now about any rosy projections for the
next six months." says Devney, president
of the Cleveland, OH-ba ed company.

David Good fellow, pre ident of SU
America Inc. of Hoffman Estates, Il.,
says, "We're hoping there will be some
kind of resurgence in the gear industry
by that time."

That time i Oct .. 5-8, when the
AGMA will hold Gear Expo 2003 in
Ohio, at the Greater Columbu
Convention Center.

But, with the economic slowdown,
Meltonexpects expo attendance to be
down. Devney agree: ..~ expect fewer
attendees, traffic should be slower-
maybe even less exhibitors."

Goodfellow notes, though, the expo
is in the heart of the Midwest=-Illincis,
Indiana, Iowa. Michigan, Ohio and
Wisconsin-which is a "fairly substan-
tial gear industry territory."

For a sense about attendance, Gear
Technology surveyed people at 20 com-
panies who werepotential expo atten-
dees. The survey was informal, so its
results aren't representative. Still, of 20
companies, [I replied they'd be sending

The city ,a~Columbus,. OH, will be ham., 'to IGear Expo 2003. which will be, held 'Oct 5-8. {Ph 010 courtesy 01 N'ation,widslnS1uram:e.)
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Process Gear has been a
'leader in the custom gear
lindustry since 1942. Process
Gear is capable of producinq
parts up to AGMA Glass 12
with the documentation and
process control that comes
with M&MC Precision Gear
analysis. Customer appli-
cations range from power
transmissions, construction
equipment, HVAC,. hydraulic
pumps and printing trade
equipment

Benga' Industries is a
precision custom injection
molder specializinq in gears
and 'engineered plastic parts.
Bengal serves a wide variety
of markets including auto-
motive, medical, industrial,
HVAC and children's prod-
ucts,

Process Gear
3$O-T North Rivllr Road
SdJilier Park, fl60176
(847)671-1631
Fax (847) 67Hl840
lI'WW.processgear.oom

Bengallindustries
11346 53n! Street North
CleaIwater, FL 33760
(127) 572-4249
fax (727) 573-2428
lI'WW.trengalinduslries.com

&onlacl: ih ert!@processg:ear.'CDmI

_______ GEAR EXPO 2003 _

In Columbus, more than 130 'gllar-industry of'oanizlltio!1s. will exhibit at Gear Expo 2003. tPhoto 'COUf-
tesy of Rod Berry.'

at least one person to the expo.
N one of the people surveyed, though,

replied that he'd be looking at machin-
ery with the possibillty of buying,

Still, Melton expects attendees to be a
more focused, serious crowd, "They'll
be looking hard at what new technolo-
gies are out there," the Gleason manager
says, "They' H be more serious buyers
than tire kickers."

Serious buye.rsare what AIW
Systems Co, got at Gear Expo 2001 and
are what it's hoping for again. "We pmb-
ably got 12 to 15 good solid leads that
turned into customers," says Ross
Deneau. vice president of manufacturing
for AJW, located in Royal Oak, ML

AfW is one of what seems to be the
industry's "fortunate few." The slowing
economy hasn't touched the cutting-tool
company-c-=Our particular ca e. it's

never slowed!down," Deneau says.
He explains A/w's repair work

increased a lot-"When the economy
slows down, people look to repair
[more] than to replace." More recently.
Deneau's seen increased buying of new
tooliog .. After all, products eventually

wear out.
And Gear Expo is a chance to look at

new products.
Star Cutter Co. of Fannington Hills,

Ml, and SU America will feature their

lines of gear-related products, consoli-
dated through Star-SU Inc, and dis-
played in their shared expo space. The
space will also-feature Star-S I'S line of
Fellows gear shaper cutting tools, as
wen as a Fellows gear shaping machine
from Bourn & Koch Machine Tool Co,
of Rockford, IL.

In its space, Gleason will exhibit its
245 TWG. a threaded wheel grinding
machine, and tile GMX 275. an analyti-
cal gear tester, The GMX i first in a new
series of analytical gear te ters jointly
developed by Glea on and Mahr GmbH
of Gottingen, Germany,

AJW win display blades (bolll car-
bide and high speed steel). cutler bodies,
hobs, shaper cutters and other products.
AfW expectsto feature its alliance with
Klingelnberg Oerlikon Technology
Center (KOTC) of Saline. ML The two
companies will keep separate spaces at
the expo, though.

American Metal Treating Co, will
display an induction hardening process
for internal gears. The eNC process call
treat internal gear: with outside diame-
ters up to 30 inches and diarnetral pitch-
es from 2 to 6.

Contour Hardening will exhibit a
dua1-fl'equency hardening process that
can send. low and medium frequencies
and radio frequencies through one coil,
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New Business Alllie's Combin'e
IExpo Spaces

lUke the com,panies 01 Sigma P,ool. several newly ,aUied busi-
nesses willi have ,combined spaces at 'Gear ExIPO2003.

The ailliedilbusiinessu are: Star ICuner Co. and SU Amer,ica I,ne.,
Bourn & IKochIMachine Tool CD.,andSU Amer;ica,and Gleason Corp.
and IMahr GmbH.

.At Gear Expo,2001. Bourn & Koch omRockilor,d. Ill; Star Cutter 'of
Fannington Hills, MI:andl SU America ollHoffman Estates, IL, occu-
pied their ownspa.ces •.AI Gear Expo 2oo~, they'n occu,py 'one 3:,200-
square-loot space.

This ,combiningl comes from two, alliances. The.irst consolidat-
ed the' gear-re'lated 'product lines of Star Cutter and SU .America.
ICr,eatedin ,early 21Kt2,.healliiance resulted iin aljoint ,company•.Star-
SU Inc .•for selling HIe ,consolidated lines.

The second amance was between Bourn & Koch and! SU
A_mericaviul the gear-related product lines ,ofdefunct fellows ,Corp.

founded in 1896" Fenows manufactured gear shaping machines
and ,cuttingl tools (r,om its headquarters in North S,pringf,iel'd.VT. On
IF,e'b.. 13. 2002, Fellows ceased operations as iits Iparent ,company,
IG.oldmanIndusb'ial Grou,p•.filed for Chapt,ern bankruptcy.

By summer 2002', Fellows' manufacturingl assets had been sold
and split between Bourn & Koch, which acquired the assets relat-
ed to, gear shaper machines. andStar-SU. whi,ch acquired the
assets, "elated to gear shaper cuttiingtools.

Tbetwo comparues. also agreed Star-SU woulld be r'Bs,ponsible,
for promoting', representing and selling Boum & Koch-built fellows
gear shapers thr,ough Star-SUIand Bourn & Koch distribution chan-
nels,

IDa.vidiGoodfenow, SU America~s president. says this ,expo will
be iii chance for previous fellows customers to be reintroduced to,
Fellows Iproducts, whic'h ha,vebeen par(jy redesigned ,andIre-engi-
neered.

Reflectingl anotber alliiance. GI!eason of R:ochescer, NY•. will
share, its 2,-500-sq,uare-footspace,with Mahr of Gouingen. Germany.
In 2001. Ma'hr .arranged with lGIeason to, use Gleason~sG-AGE soft-
ware 'on Mahr's IPRI~AR f·orm and gear measuring machine.

Their partnership soon became much more extensive. At the
start of 2002, Gleason became the sales and support agent for
Mahr's g,ear metrology produclsaroundi the! Wlldd. The IProducts
included the gear-speeiJicversion ,ofMahr's PRIMAR;ma.chine.

Gleason and Mallr al:so started to, iointily deve'lop new gear
metrologv products, which would be sold under the brand name
"meason Mahr.U llater in 2002. the, tw,o' companies introduced the
GMX 275,. the first in a new series of analytical gear test,ers from the
joint anangement. 0
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Be ides new products, Gear Expo is a
chance to talk,

ot surprisingly, exhibitors expect
talk in the aisles to be about the econo-
my.

Devney expects the "aisle talk" to
include the continuing movement of
gear manufacturing overseas to eastern
Europe, mainland China and India.

Chaplin expects talk about the econo-
my too. but he adds people will also be
talking about quoting activity in their
own companies and what it means.

Goodfellow says he expects talk to
include gear manufacturers themselves
having more chances to quote gear jobs
for the automotive and truck industry as
it continues to outsource more of its

A!IN Systems Co. announcesthat it is now a
manufacturing source 01 spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.

We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters clS'through 12"
at present.

AIW can also supply roughing and finishing'
, cutters for most 5"-12" diameter bodies.

II Whether it's service or manufacturing, con-
I sider us as an alternative source for cutters
I and bodies.

You'll be in for a. pleasant surprise.

NEW! Hob and S'haper Cutler Resharrpening
is now ilvllilab'I'e atA/W Sy.stems. Company Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

Tel: (248) 544·3852 • Fax: (248) 544-3922
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111ml11111, 11-
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manufacturing,
As of June 3, the AGMA had 135

exhibitors set to occupy more than
38,000 square feet of space in
Columbus' convention center. In 2001,
Gear Expo had 192 exhibitors who occu-
pied 57,000 square feet.

Medert, however, says many compa-
nies are waiting until the last minute
before deciding whether to exhibit. He
adds they're waiting in the hope that
there'll be an economic upswing.

Despite them. Medert say : "Overall,
Lexpect the same high-quality show
we've alway had."

Besides U.S, companies. the expo
will host exhibitor companies from
Australia. Canada, the Czech Republic,
Finland, Germany, India, the People's
Republic of China. Spain. Switzerland
and Taiwan. Other non-Ll.S, companies
will be represented through their
American operations. such as Mitsubishi
Gear Technology Center of Wixom. MI.
and SU America.

In three months, these and other
exhibitors will gather for the gear indus-
try's trade show. By then, the possible
upswing that several see may be an actu-
al upswing.

As Goodfellow says: "We're hoping
that. there's some sense of recovery by
then," 0
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PO
Russ'eill. H,ollbrolok
& IH'enderson
Booth Number.: 313

IProduct Line
As a leader in the fine-pitch gear tooling mar-
ket. our Hne 01 TRU-VOLUTEhobs, shaper cut-
ters and gear metrology products are recog-
nized for the highest Quality and: precision lin
!he industry ..

lOur products provide the superior Quality and
accuracy you demand. lOurlocus continues to
be on the importance of quality tools, inspec-
tion methods and gear technologies, which are'
essential to first-class gear manufac"Ming.

ICompanv Profile'
Established in 191,5, Russell, Holbrook &
IHender.son, Inc. has since' been providing
innovative products and solutions to the gear
tooling .industry.

Our parent company, Ogasawara, Precision
Laboratory L~d.,Japan, is. a world leader lin
fine-pitch gear tool manufacturing, and related
products.

ICon1act
Russen. ltilo'lbrook & tilenderson. Iln,c.
for the latest in our TRU-VOLUTE amduet
updates,. related articles and events cal'endar,
please visit our online website at:
http://www.tru·volute.com

Our sales and technical service. can be
reached at the following lceaticn:
Russell, Holbrook ,!Ii Henderson, Inc.
A Member of Ogasawara Group
17-1'7 Route 20B North, Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
Telephone: (2011796·5445
fax: '[2011796-5664
http://www.tru-volule.com

"Gear Tool SohJti;ons"
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J.RM lnternatlenal •.Inc.
610111ndustriall Av,enu,e
Rockford. IL. 61111
Phone: (815) 282-'9330
Fax: (81'5) 282-9150
E-!Malil:: jrmsales@jrmintemaliona·l.com
Web Site: www.jrmintemationai.com

Booth Number: 538;

IProduct lline
JRM International, Inc. has been a distributor of German and American machlnetocls and acces-
sories. sinceI9B4. Burka-Kosmos supplies. grinding wheels for ali makes and models of thread-
type, profile and g.enerativa gear grinders. James Engineering is a builder of gear deburring,
chamfering and washing machines. Schrem hydraulic locknuts are designed lor ,clamping all
types of tools and:workpieces. WEKO Gear Technologv is a supplier 01 CNC ins.peclion machines,
mac!"ne service and rabu',ld/retrofit '{ou can also talk to tine people Irom Kesel about their rack
milling machines. Visit us at booth number 538.

J.RM Inte'rnationa/, In'c.

IMarposs Corp.
IBooth Number: 1115

Need to Check Ge,an?
Looking for an easy, cost-effective way to check
g,ears?The Marposs M62 bench gauge system with
optional noise detection is accurate, easy to use and
Quickly re-toolable using ,ordinary hand tools. You'lI
save time and the cost of dedicated gauges. With the
M62 you can measure:
• Radial composite deviation
• Radial runcut
• Tooth to tooth radial composite deviation
• Tangential composite deviation
• Nicks
•.aptional measurements include center distance, bore

diameter ami perpefldicularit'/of bore to gear face.

All functional checks can be displaved on the rugged
Marpass E9066 industrial PC system that offers a linear
graphic display with full SPCfunctions.

JIRM Internationall, line.

Contact

MARPOBS
J300 Cross Creek.Parkway
Auburn Hills, MI ,l1li326-2758
1-888-627·7611 • 1-248~370·IM04·
Fax: 248~37D·0G2'11
IE-mall: marposs@us.marposs.com
www.mulloss ..cDm.

http://www.tru-volule.com
http://www.powertr,ansmiss;on.com.
http://www.gesrtechnology.com.
http://www.jrmintemationai.com
mailto:marposs@us.marposs.com
http://www.mulloss
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Booth Number: 111

Description:
We will have on display a selection oI cutter bodies and blades, We will have
straight bevel cutters, coniflex cutters and stick blades. ~HSS& carbide} We' will
have bore giage5and height gag,e5.We will have hobs, We will have an assortment
of diamond tools tor hard turning and dressing. We will havekeyseat cutters and
dove tails on display. We willi ha,veCBN and diamond plated wheels. We willi also
ha!y,e an assortment of hardware,

Contact:
A!W Systems
'6U E. Harrison
Royal' Oa'k, MI48067
Phone: (.2,481544·3852
Fax: (2481544·3922

OIl Kaiser Diamond 'Dressiing Tools

Booth N!umber: ,218

Product 'Line
01. Kaiser Diamanrwerbeuge, located in Celie, Germany, specializes; ill the design and manutsc-
ture of precision, rotary diamond dressers forthe gear industry. Or. Kaiserprecision diamond prod-
ucts are ClIlsurpassed in qUality, accuracy, and innovative design.

Corn,panv P,r,ofjll'e
Or; Kaiset provides dressing solutions for continuous generating, single tooth, spiral, bevel, gear,
and plunge grinding applications in both natural and polycrystalline diamcnd versions. Or..Kaise.r
PCOreinforced dressers significantly extend dresser life when compared with standard non-rein-
forced direct plated dressers, especially in fine-pitch applications. Or..Kalseroffars quick delivery
and tile highest accuracy at competitive prices. Helappingand raplating services are available.

S.L, Munson & Company!is the exclusive distributor for Or; Kaiser products in North America.

C'ontact
S.L Munson&. Company
40~Hug,erStreet
Columbia, SC29.201
Phone: 800·775·1390
Fax: OO~~:929·050:1
E·mail: Info@drlraiser.com

IBooth Number: '933

AJrow Gear to Exhibit a.tGear iExpo
Arrow Gear Company of Downers Grove, Illinois will be an axhiblter at this year's Gear Expo.

Arrow's booth will contain several polnts of intarestfar visitors to, the show. A. varietyof g.old plated
gears will be on dis,playto illustrate the depth oltha company's machining capabilities. To,eornrnuni-
cate the full scope of Arrow's operation, an orientation video will be presented. 'In addition, printed
materials and interactive CD-ROM programs will be distributed,

Arrow Gear produces high ~recision gears and gearboxes for aerospace and commercial markets. They
have also introduced advanced computer techniques for the design and development of bevel gears.

Arrow Gearwill be located at booth #933.

aA...R..RO.W...GEAR._C,OMPANY
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IBooth Number: ~921

P,r'oduct liine
Dura-Bar is the only manufacturer of
continuous cast iron bar stock in North
America, and is the largest in the world.
Rounds, squares, rectangles, tubes and
special shapes are supplied through a
nationwide distribution network. In'herent
properties include' noise ,and vibration
damping, machinability, .strength, and
wear resistance, making our 'bar stock an
altsmativs to steel and other metals in
fluid power, gear and other app'lications.
New Dura-Bar Plus lisan engineered iron
that machines betler than carbon and
allov steels and other grades of continu-
ous cast iron. A material of uncompro-
mising consistency, ,it allows meta'i corn-
ponent manufacturers to machine more
parts per hour, thereby decreasing cvcle
time, increasing productivity, and boost-
ing profitability.

Dura-Bar
1-800-BAil-MILl (221-64551
www.du.ra-bar.com
sa'l~es@dural-bar.'com
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IProduCI, liine'
Presrite Corpora,tion's eight·page' color brochure pro-
videsan overview of the company'sforgil1g capabilities,
and information on its equipment and its three forging
plants. It also identifies il1dustries served and customer
benefits. Prasrita lis equipped with a total of 16 forging
presses, ranging; in size from 1,300 toms to 16,000 tons.
The company also has a state·of-the-art gear lab and
sophisticated machining equipment. Prssrita produces
minimum-draft. net- and near- net-shape forgings up to
3,000 Ibs. and 18 inches in diameter, and provides induc-
tion heating capacity for ferrous materials of .28,000
pounds per hour.

Pre:srite ICoJporation
3665 East 78th Str,ae!.
Cleveland, OH 44105-.2048
216.441.5990 FAX:216Ml.26411
IE-Mail: info@presrite.com
Web Site: www.presr.irl ...com

Booth Number: 1125

Company Profile
Chamfermatic Inc. was started in 1996 with thagoel of
buildingi the best, easy·to·set·up gear de:burring
machines on the market We have, by listening to our
eustamers' needs, accomplished: this; goa.l.

Product Line
Chamfermatic Inc. oHers a complete line of gear dsbur-
ring machines with capaeitias lip to 36 inches in dieme-
ter, from manual to' fully automated systems. We also
incorporate parts washing, along with deburring opera-
ticns to remove oil, lapping compound and chips from
your parts, while adding II rust preventative. All 01 'our
equipment has esstendard; automatic air-operated
door, oper.ator interface, P:LC. lind a filtration syst,em.
Also, they are' elllPortaole'.

OUf customer service response time is second to none.
We also offer contract deburring of your gears, along
with rebuilding all makes and models of gear deburring
machines, making Chamferrnatie a furl-service supplier
to the' industry.

Conta,ct

71142 Burden !Road
Machesney Park, IL 61115
Mike Magee, Prssidenl

Phon : (8Ui)I636-!iOII2,
FalC(8151 636--0075
E-mail::chamler96@aoil.com

http://www.du.ra-bar.com
http://WWW.powflftrBnsm,;ssion.com.
http://WWW.gflBftechnology.,com.
mailto:info@presrite.com
http://www.presr.irl
mailto:E-mail::chamler96@aoil.com
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IBooth Number: 1134

Star-SU olfersa comprehensive line 01 'gsar
cutting tools of alll.ypes, including services for:
IHobs
Shaper cutters

I Milling cullers
Rac'lccotters

, Band saw cutlers
P,ro1l1e ,grindingl wbee'ls.el'ectropl'aled CBNI
and d~jamond-plated
Shaving ,cutlers
Cbamferin,g and debuuillJl tools
Chamfer-roUer tools
Rollingl and deb!!ning tools for s,proc'llet
g,ears

I

Master gears
I Scre,w compressor rotors

Resharpening lind recoating 0' hobs, millingi
, cutlers ,andlshaper 'cutlers,

Resharp aning ,otshaving ,cuHers
Stripping and replatinq of 'electroplated eRN'
and diamond-plated grinding wlleals
Complete Commodity IManagement Services,
(e'MS)
Pickup and dlllive'l" :services ,are IIv,ailab'le in
certain, area.s:

Visit our website to download our complete
program of products and find the match for
your Iparticular need.
www.slar-su ..com
sll'lus@star·SIl.com

Our partners SU America, Star Cutter and
! Bourn & Koch offer a complete line of
I machine tools for 'gear roughing, finishing and

tool sharpening applications.
www.suame,ica.c~m
www..stafCulter.com
www.b.llum-ko.r;h.com

See us at AGMA. Gear' Expo, 2DD~.
C'olumbus. OIH, lin Booth 11134.
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Booth iNumber.: 9117'

Com,panv:
Barit International Dorporation is a one-
stop solution provider lor all gear cutting
tool needs, supplying the world's indus-
tries with top quality gear cutting tools
since' 1989. We excel in cost efficiency.
quality and precision,

Contact
Product Une:
.' Gear nabs
• Worm gear hnbs
.' Involute and parallelsplina hobs
.' Shaper cutters
• Broaches
.' Form relieved milling cutters
.' Sha~ing cutters
.' Rack type cutters
• Straight bevel, cutters
Please visit our booth for more detailsl DA'RIT INIE.RNATIONAL CORP,ORATIONI

33B4 Commercia'lI AV8'.
Northbroo'k. III. ,601)62 liSA
Tel: 847 -212-81'28:
fall:B41-2U-821iO,
W'ebsit.e.:Iwww.b.lrit..com
E-mail: people@baril:com

N,achii IMachiniing Tech,noll,ogy ICO.
Booth Numbe:r:: 500

Neehi Machining "J:echnologvCo. represents global' technical innovation and Ileadership in the
machine building and tooling industry. Nachi supplies high technology machining solutions
through the Nachi-Red Ring brand of machines and tools.

Naehi Machining Technology Co.'s. goal is 10 facilitate processes which optimize productivity
while maintaining and improving quality.

The exhibit includes a display of loo'is. process examples, and video presentations. Broaching.
Roll Forming, Hobbing and Snaving Machines{Tools are emploved to demonstrate manufacturing
prueesses for typical work pieces. Work pieces, and manufacturing equipment wlll be available
for inspection at the show.

Contact

NAtHI !MACHINING TetHNO,",OGY en
11500Twenty~Three Mila Road, Macomb,. MII4B1144·'l103
IP,holle:(586) 263-0100
IFax:;'(586)163~4511
www.rlBchimlc.com

http://www.slar-su
http://www..stafCulter.com
http://www.b.llum-ko.r;h.com
http://www.pow6'rtra.nsmissio.n.com
http://Iwww.b.lrit..com
http://www.rlBchimlc.com
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Bootih N'umber: 132
Grell Allan Company is dedicated to providing gear tools to the finest gear manufacturers in the U.S., Mexico &. Canada. Our product line includes HQBS,
GEARSHAPER CUTTERS,SHAVING CUTTERS,MMG CUTTERS,& GEARMllUNG CUTTERS,and OUR SHARPENING FACILITYservices & supports all
!he above. Every tool tIlatwe, provide' is 100%guaranteed to meet or surpass your specified requirements.IEvery tool we furnish bsars our name, prev-
illlg;to 'lou that WB' will stand behind our tools. We are I,seturing two of the finest gear tool producers in world at this year's AGMA Show in Columbus:
DRAGON CUTTINGTOOLS LTD. & TRANSMECANICA g,A.C.L IBothfirms are recognized as World Class Producers of gear cutting tools, which are sold
& serviced in Fairview Park, Ohio" by a staff averaging 25years' experience in the gear tool field.'lfyour lirm has yet 10 realizB,lha advantage of Dragon
& Transmecanica we need to be introduced. Our booth is #732. Stop by and find out why our customers are happy and why they will ,agrell that
Greg Allen Gear Tools "GENERATE PROFIT."

WWW.110wertrB'nsm;ss;on.com'. www.(JlJllf,t:hno'logy.,co,m. GEAR T,ECHNOLOG,Y • JULY/AUGUST 2003 25

Booth Number: 11134
su A_merieaoffers a comprehensive lin'B'of gear roughing, linishing: ,andsharpening
equipment including machine tools lor.

Hobbing for dry and wet machining
Spiral bevel gear cuttingl lor dry and wet machining
Pr.ofile 'grinding of external and internal gears
Continue us generating gear grinding
Shllye grinding/honing
Roter, worm and broach grinding
Shaving cutter and master geal-grinding
Chamfering and deburring

Willi a long history of manufacturing gear cutting toeIs Samputansili has gained a
Significant competency ill applYing;its own machine tools to its manufacturing
precesses.
Optians tha1 include an-tile-machine inspection, autamatic dressing nr rebetic
automation are available. We offer economical single purpose or multiple purpose
packag,e sollJtions depending on the application need.

C"ontacI
Jan Thllm..ll.lIi
Grag AllIIn 'Comllmry IlndeJl Tllcbno'I'ogills
Z1135, Lor-ill Road
fairviaw Po rk. Db.i 0' ,441Z6
44Oc331.(10381, fax- ,440-331-05,16,

I

'

Bootih N'umbe:r: BOO

GEAR EXPO is the worldwide gear industry avant, and the only traele show devoted
exclusively to gearing. This year the Show will be held October 5~8, 2003, at the
Columbus Convemion Center in Columbus, Ohio. The Show is international in scope
and prollides a biennial forum for the B!I!cnangeef information en tile' bread range of
machinery. supp'lies and services available for the gear manufacturing process. From
software 10 hardwa,re, from initial design through testing, exhibitors will be available
to discuss solutions to problems esseclatedwith gear manufacturing.

for mol'- information. visit www.glll1UI1f1.com.Dr 'e-maill gBITIJlpO@llgma.org.

@'SAMPU I INSILII
Visit our website to download our complete program of
products and find !he match for your particular need,
We'r,e closer tIlan you may think.
WWI'I. samplIlensili.com
salss@sullmsrica.com

Our partner Star-Sll Inc. ,oHerse complete Iline of gear
cutting and finishing tools complementing our range of
machine tools.
www.star-su.com
sBIBS@star-su.com

Sel us at AliMA Expo 2.001, Columbus, DHI,lin IBooth 1134.

http://WWW.110wertrB'nsm;ss;on.com'.
http://www.glll1UI1f1.com.Dr
mailto:gBITIJlpO@llgma.org.
mailto:salss@sullmsrica.com
http://www.star-su.com
mailto:sBIBS@star-su.com
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News in the Gear Industry
ferem countries included or excluded !
under headings of chains, gears. gear- ~

boxes and transmissions. I
Previously called the 'Current!

iMarket Outlook." this report was updat- I,

ed 10 provide more consistency. accord-

ing to the association's press release. ,I",.

Use of the euro provided an opportuni-
ty to generate data on the European

fmarket based on official EU sources, t",

exi ling Lees Bradner hobbers, A line such as Eurostat,

of CNC hobbers based on the 7-VH is The statistical profile is available on 1"",

1n the works as well. a CD-ROM for free to current BMPTA
Among the product offering we I member. For ordering information.

contact the BMPTA of Burton-on- Treru, i,:,.::",

U.K., bye-mail at ad'min@bga.org.lIk.

New D'ep'artment at Renold IGear i
Renold Gear developed a service ,I,:

and repair department that accepts all

Company Revita'liz,es: Lees Bradner
Gear Hobbers

Industrial Actuation Group of
Limerick, ME, which recently pur-

chased Fayscott Co., has revitalized
two product lines: Lees Bradner gear
hobbers and Reid precision grinders.

According to its press release, the
company will focus on rebuilding, re-
manufacturing and CNC retrofitting the

machines that have been rebuilt to pe-
cific standards and C C hobbers with

options to fit specific customer needs.
For more information all Fay call,

look online aI www.jrryscOlI.cmn. For

more information all Lees Bradner hob-
bers or Reid precision grinders, e-mail
Fayscott@kynd.net.

New Sales Manager at Lepel
Richard Detty was appointed sales

manager of the induction heating divi-
sion of'Lepel Corp. Detty has more than
20 years' experience in induction heat-
ing, most recently at Pillar Industries as
the northeast territory'. regional man-
ager. Prior to that, he worked for
Amernherm as a lab manager and
enior applications engineer.

Lepel. headquartered in New York.
NY. has been delivering induction heat-
ing solutions for 70 years.

IBMPTA Tracks l'ndus1ry's
Production and lra.de!

A first-of-its-kind report. tracking
each European country's mechanical

power transmission production and
trade data Oil acomparable basis, inter-
country and over time, was released by
the British Mechanical Power
Transmission Assoeiation (BMPTA).

The report lists which products djf-

types of worm,. helical and bevel gear

~~:t~~:;.ardles of age or original man- I
Based out of the company's facility at i,

M.ilnrow, Lancashire, .K., the depart-
i

ment also provides opportunities for 00.- r,'

site maintenance and in-site repairs. !
plant surveys for planned maintenance !
and technical design expertise for all i

i

I
!release, ervicelrepair gearboxe under- !

go exactly the same engineering 1.."".'
processes as new units, and a compre-
hensive running test andleak check is

carried out before pass off, A twelve- I
rnoruh warranty is standard for serv- :
ice/repair units. !

I
PmSpec, a service from Balder i

Electric of Fori. Smith, AR, provide up- I
to-date information and education about

applications and de ign requirements.
According to the company' press

IB.aldorEllectlric Launches
Info:rrnati;onService

electric motors, drives, motion control
and gear products. The web ite can be
acce ed at www.BaldorProSPEC.com.

Siix. New F,acil11itiesAcquir1ed by
Metallirnprovement Co...

Metal Improvement Co., a sub-
sidiary of Curti -Wright Corp.,
acquired the assets of six USA ErM
Engineered Coating Solutions facilities.

They will operate under the name ElM
Coating Services Division of the Metal

Improvement Co., headquartered in
Paramus. N1.

Located throughout the country, the
company provides solid film lubricant
coalingsin North America. Each facili-

ty can apply more than UOO different
ceatmgs jo impart lubrication, cerro-
ion re i tance. 3-Dd certain co melle

and dielectric properties to certain com-
ponents.

Industries served by these facilitie
include aerospace. automotive, electron-
ics and the general indu trial markets.

Phii'ladelphia Ge,ar'sTeclmica'l
Drawings Available Onl,ine

Customers of Philadelphia Gear can
request free technical gearbox drawings
through a new page on the company's

Internet ire.
Available requests include outline

dimen ion. layout and mass-elastic

drawings. According to the company's
pres release, all requests are processed
within 48 hours.

Customers must provide the unit's
serial number as well as tile order num-

ber located on the nameplate of each
en do ed drive.

Available technical drawings con-

tain information such as dimensions for
input and output shafts and other tech-
nical information enabling engineers to
ensure proper alignment and to resolve
unit footprintissues on-site,

I

Send Us Your News
E-mail: pllOple@gellTfKhnology.com

I

Fax: 1~·437-6618
Mail: P.O. Boll 1426,Elk Grove,lL 61107 USA
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Gear Industry Web Iraffic
the following charts reflect traffic to dlrea gear industrywebsites, each representing
activity in a different part of lfIe marketplace.

,~gr------------------------------'
ww:w.p.owertransmission.com iin Thousand's

2002·2003
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Visitors include those
interested in buying
gears, gear drives, and
other power transmis-
sion components.
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Visitors include buyers of
used! gear machinery.

Now you can fulhll your
gear rack requirements

with one of two
Innovative sollutions-
centaet US,IO mal1ufacture' your
Custom and Stock. Gear FI'acks

• Various Rack Shapes, Sizes Bo. Materials
• Unique Tooth Conflguraijons
• Heat Treating
• Complete

Machining
• 1 D.P.-

120 D.P.
• 25 mOOule-

0.25 mOOule
• Up to 116"

ran width
• Up to 82" lengtlls-longer through ressllcng
• .Accuracy tolerances up to .AGMA 011
.' Spur, Helical, Relieved, Tapered. Crowned
•. Prototype and Production Quantmes
.' Breakdown Service Available
• Reverse Engineering capability
We use:
• Latest Saikunl CNC Rac~ Milling Technology
•. Precision Rack Shaper,;
• Gear Hobbers & Shapers
• Horizontal & Vertical Machlmng Centers
• CNC VertICIlI Mactun'.ng ·Cenlers
• InspectJon EQUlpmen1--------~~~-------

'Contact us tOI sell you
highly-capable machines to,

manufacture Gear Racks •

Salkuni 'CNC Spur & Hellcall
Gear Rack MlUlng Machines

• Saikuni's NR series wHh .8 long proven track rBCOI'd
• High Power!! High Quality!!
• Various CNC CUtting Functions-vanable pitch,

plunge, relief. crown, taper, etc.
• In add~ion 10 the standard flick. milling machine,

Saikunl maoulacMes special .steenng rack and
broach cuner mHltng machines. rack grinding
maeblnes. and Qther machines related 10 gearing.

• Visi1 Saikunl's websile at www.saikuni.co.jp

Gall Zen & Jerry to get to know Innovative
Rack & Gear Company (IRGCo.) better and
allow us to answer your .questions about
us or SaikunL We look forward to your
requests for quotes on your requirements.

INNOVATIVE RACK.
& GEAR COMPANY
Cu ...tom (jCd'''' .mr! (i,'dl Hoi' h...

797 Eagle Drive
Bensenvlille, IL 60106

'630.76,6.2652
Fax 630.766.3245

www.gearacks.com
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Vegetable- Based Oil as a
Gear Lubricant

IBmis IKrzan and Jloief Vi.zintin
Summary

Universal tractor transmission oil (UTI1Q) i
rnulrifunctional tractor oil formulated for use in
transmissions, final drives. differentials, wet brakes,

and hydraulic systems of farm tractors employing a
common oil reservoir. In the present work, the gear

protection properties of two formulated vegetable-
based uno oils. one synthetic ester-based UTIO
oil,. one synthetic ester gear oil and one mineral-

based UTIO oil are investigated.
The data, presented. in this paper, have demon-

strated thai the formulated vegetable-based
UTIO oils nave high lubricity, high vi cosily
indexes and provide equivalent Of-in some

aspects-superior gear protection performance
compared with the mineral-ba ed UTTO oil. The
high-oleic sunflower oil formulation derived
from the genetically modified plant ha shown
better results than the rape eed-ba ed (canola-
based) oil formulation.

Introduction
It is generally recognized that mineral oil lubri-

cants represent a potential danger in many applica-
tions because they are not readily biodegradable

and are toxic. The need for biodegradable and non-
toxic lubricants has been recognized especially in

the areas where they can come in contact with soil,
ground water, and crops.

Biodegradability is the ability of a ubstance

ia'ble1-iest Oils. J
Viscosity Imm2ls1 I·

Base stock Oil type v4ll"C vlI)(),c VI Oil code ,I
Rapeseed oil biodegradable uno I 48.8 10.4 209 R

I

High-oleic sunflower oil biodegradable uno 51.4 10.6 2.03 S I

Synthetic ester biodegradable gear oil 101 17.8 195 G I

Synthetic ester biodegradable uno 51.3 10.9 211 H I

Mineral oil UTTO 55.1 9.2 150 M

ilihle 2-Fatly Acid Content In Test Vegetable Base Stocks.
Fatty acid content (%)

Base stock Palmitic I Stearic Oleic Linoleic Linolenic OtllBr
I

C 16:0 C 18:0 C 18:1 C 18:2 C 18:3
High·oleic sunflower oil 4.7 3.7 72.6 17.0 I 2.0
!Rapeseedoil 6.1 2.5 49.1 32.2 6.9 3.2

C X:.Y .... fatty acid chain of length X and containing Y double bonds; e.g. C 18:3 is an 18
carbon- chain fatly acid with three double bonds.

to be decomposed by the action of bacteria into
C02, water, mineral compounds and bacterial

bodies. Biodegradability is influenced by numer-
ous factors, of which the main are the molecular

structure and the chemical properties of organic
compounds and the environmental conditions of

biodegradability, such as the presence of oxygen,

the possible level of nutrition and the pH (Ref. I).
Vegetable oils and synthetic esters are the most

common base stocks for biodegradable lubricants.
Synthetic oils represent a fairly recent. development
in the lubrication market. They can be made by
reacting alcohols with fatty acid. Synthetic oils
offer improved performance compared with all
other lubricants, but at a price. Both vegetable oils

and synthetic esters are highly biodegradable and
readily available, but vegetable oils occur naturally,
have a "greener" image, and are, in general, three

times cheaper. Properly balanced additives can
compensate for low temperature performance and
oxidative stability of the vegetable oils and favor
them as the base stock of choice (Refs. 2-3),

A comparison of the simplified chemical struc-
tures of mineral and vegetable oils shows great

similarities. The major difference is that vegetable
oil is an ester, while mineral oil is a hydrocarbon.

The presence ofthe polar ester group impacts ev-
eral propertie , making vegetable oil better than

mineral oil in reducing friction and wear. The
polar group also makes vegetable oil a better 01-
vent for sludge and dirt, which would be other-
wise deposited Oil the surfaces being lubricated.
Because of these properties, it maybe pas ihleto
reduce the amount of friction modifiers. antiwear
agents. and dispersants required to formulate veg-
etable oil-based lubricants.

The agricultural equipment is ideally suited to
use vegetable oil-based lubricants, because the
equipment operates dose to the environment The

opportunity exists to create a continuous cyc\ein

which the agricultural equipment is lubricated by
the oil from a plant growing in the field being cul-
tivated! by that same equipment (Ref. 2).

Universall tractor transmission oj] (urrO) i
multipurpose nil widely used for agricultural, COIl-

struction and other off-road vehicles. UTTO oil i
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pecially designed for lubricating the transmi -
sions, final drives. wet brakes and hydraulic sys-
terns employing a common oil re ervoir. UTIO
oil has to meet some specific reqniremems to
operatein agricultural and construction equip-
ment. The oil must provide the correct frictional
balance to' prevent wet brake chatter and to allow
smooth transmission clutch engagement,

At tile same time, the oil must provide 'enough
clutch capacity for ,efficient power transrni '01'1 and
enough brake capacity to stop the tractor ina reason-
able lime and distance. urro oil mu t also provide
ufficient antiwear (AW) and extreme pressure (EP)

properties for tile whole transmi ion y tern. espe-
cia1]y for the piral bevel ring and pinion gears in the
axle , The AWIEP additives must not be so active as
to cause corro ion in the tractor's hydraulic sy tern.
where pump containing alloy of copper can be
present (Refs. 2 and 4).

Rape eed and uoflewer oil are currently
used in Europe for the fonnulation of the
biodegradable lubricants. In the present work. the
antiwear and extreme pressure propertie of for-
mulated rapeseed and high-oleicsunflower-based
VITO oils, synthetic ester-based UTTO oil, syn-
thetic ester gear oi], and mineral-based VITO oil
are investigated on FZG test equipment. Tile
selected formulated vegetable-based uno oil
wa further te led on the helical gear res trig,

Sample Preparation
Oil samples. We have formulated two differ-

ent vegetable-based UITO oil for the investiga-
tion . The fmt fortnulation is ba ed on tile rape-
eed ba e lock, while the second ba e tock is

derived from a genetically modified ul'1lflower
plant with a high oleic content. The arne additive
system is u ed for both formulation . The proper-
lies of these two fully formulated vegetable-based
VITO oils were compared with a commercially
available mineral-based UITO od,a fast
biodegradable synthetic-based UTIO oil and a
. ynlhetk ester-based gear oil (see Table 1).

The test' TIO oils have a kinematk vi cosi-
ly between 9' mm2/s and ~] mm2/ . at ]OO°C. This
vi cosily offers ufflciem thickne s to promote
good gear protection and is tin suitable for 'the
hydraulic sy tern. The synthetice ter G has a vis-
co it)' two ISO grades higher than other test oils
and i mtable a a gear oil onJ:y.

The main difference between the vegetable
base rocks for R and S fonnulatioa lies in fa~ty
acids contem (see Table 2). The high-oleic un-
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content of oleic acid than rapeseed oil Due to the
higher saturation, the high-oleic sunflower oil ha
better oxidation lability thanthe rape eed oil.

ElemenJaI anaJysiSo! ,additive. Spectrometry
via ED-XRF (energy disperse X-ray fluore •
cence) has been u ed to obtain the elemental
composition of additives for the te t oil (see
Figure n. The elemental composition of additive
is quite similar for the formulated vegetable-
based UTIO oil .R and S and the reference syn-
thetic e ter-based UITO oil labeled H. The min-
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eral UlTO oil labeled M contains a significantly
higher level of calcium. and ulfur than any ether
lest oil. The syntheti.c ester-based gear oil labeled
G shows a low amount of additive concentration
compared. with the UITO test oils.

Preselection Experiments and Test Re uUs
SRV test results. The coefficient of friction

measurements have been performed on an SRV
high frequency test device. SRV tands for the
German words "Schwingung" (oscillation),
"Reibung" (friction) and "versehleiss" (wear),
The device produce linear 0 cillatiog motion of
a ban on a flat pecimen under boundary lubri-
eating conditions. A thin layer of lubricant is
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Figure 4-Schematic section of.tlle FZG K,eartest rig.
sliding motion was measured, The test rig config-
uration and the test specimens are described in
DIN 51 834 T2 (Ref. 5).

FIgure 2 shews the results of friction coeffi-
cient measurement of the test oils. The mineral-
based UTTO oil M shows the highest value of
average friction coefficient. The biodegradable
oils exhibit less friction, especiallythe test oil G.
Biodegradable UTIO oils with similar elemental,
compositions of additives-R, S, and H-obtain
almost the same value for friction coefficient.

five different fatty acids contained in the veg-
etable oils were tested OIl the SRV test device to
demonstrate their antiwear properties (see Fig. 3).
The oleic fatty acid proved to have the best anti-
wear properties at the selected parameters,
Antiwear properties and good oxidation stability
make the oleic fatty acid the most desired fatty
acid in the vegetable lubricant oil formulation.

FZG test results. The FZG gear test rig is
commonly used to evaluate scuffing load capaci-
ty, pitting resistance and slow-speed, high-load
wear resistance. Experiments are based on a fail-
ure of a standard gear set, lubricated with thetest
oil under specific test conditions, using the test
rig illustrated in Figure 4 (Refs. 6-7).

The load-carrying capacity of lubricants was
investigated by using the standard FliG A/8.3/90
test procedure. The test oil is subjected to a load ..
increasing by stages, until the scuffing failure cri-
terion bas been reached. Twenty mini meters of
tooth scuffing indicate a test failure. The failure
load stage is reported as a result (Ref. 6-7).

Investigations of the pitting resistance were
performed on the FliG gear test rig in the standard
pitting test CI8.3/90. After a two-hour run-in at
load stage 6 (135..3 Nm), the test is run at load
stage 9 (302 Nm) until the failure criterion is
recorded. The number of pinion lead cycles when
the critical damage of the tooth flanks occur is
reported as a result (Ref 8).

UTIU oils are intended to Jubricatetransmis-
sions and gearboxes of the tractors ..In such sys-
tems, high temperatures, high loads and low
speeds are very common conditions. Tile primary
mode of failure observed witb the spiral bevel
gearing is scuffing, while the planetary units
encounter normal abrasive wear. There are a num-

ber of methods to evaluate scuffing, but the pri-
mary concern of this investigation is to simulate
normal. rubbing wear of the planetary gears. In the
slow-speed, high-lead wear test, the C-type gears
were used to reduce the sliding velocity and con-
sequently the probability of scuffing. The test pro-
cedure is divided into two stages. The test gears
are weighed before and after each stage and the
weight loss associated with wear is rec-orded as a
result which indicates the lubricant antiwear per-
formance (Ref. 9-10).

The main FZG test conditions are summarized
in Table 3.

The results of the FZG tests are summarized in
Table 4. The best results on the FZG test rig were
obtained with the synthetic ester-based oil G,
which has a viscosity that's two ISO grades high-
er than other oils.

The results of scuffing load capacity for UITO
oils show better scuffing resistance for the formu-
lated. high-oleic sunflower-based oil S, which
passed the 11 th load stage while the other veg-
etable-based formulation R and reference UITO
oils passed the 10th load stage. Generally, UTTO
oils exhibit a scuffing load stage between 9 and
11; therefore all tested oils meet the e require-
ments (Ref. 11).

The results of pitting investigations show supe-
nor pitting resistance of the vegetable- and the
synthetic esters-based oils, compared with the
mineral-based UTTO eu The high-oleie sun-
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flower oil S showed very good pitting performance
among the formulated UTIO oil .

The results of slow-speed, high-load wear inves-
tigations indicate no significant difference in wear
rates among the TIO oils. All te Ioils show low
wear rate in a low-speed. high-load fZO test

On the basis of the .fZG test results, we select-
ed the formulated high-oleic sunflower-based for-
mutation S for further investigations,

Uelicaw Gear 'Test
Helical gear test rig. A helical gear lest rig was

used in order to demonstrate visco ity lability, anti-
wear properties, oxidatienresi ranee and seaJ compat-
ibility of the formulated high-oleic sunflower-based
UT1U oil labeled S in contmlledlaborarory condi-
tions. Through periodic sampling of 'the lubricant and
used oil analysis, the condition of thetestoil and parts
ofithe gearbox were detennined.

The helical gear test rig is schematically shown
on Figure 5.. The AC drive motor with frequency
regulation runs a test gear-unit which is lubricated
with the formulated high-oleic sumflower-based
tJTI10 oil S. For load simulation, as a brake. the
DC generator and electric heaters are 1.1 ed, The
Dm CK60 pinion and DIN CK45 gear, ea e hard-
ened to 60-62 HRC and uot undercut, were used
during the test. The e helical gears had face widths
of 30 mm, normal modules of 2.5 mm, and the
drive pinion had 31 teeth meshing in a 1:L5 rari o,
The test rig was run continuously [2 hours per day
at a constant load of approximately 60' Nm of
torque. The oil temperature was maintained in the
range of' 78-82°C. A pair of helical gears was
rotated until the lubricant deteriorated.

Oxidation of lubricants is normally measured
by total acid number (TAN) and viscosity increase.
New oils have an initial. TAN, therefore the
increase over the initial value measures oxidation.
If the TAN exceeds 2.0 mg KOHIg over the origi-
nal value, the oil shouldbe changed. (TIle unit "mg
KOHIg" is the quantity in milligrams of potassium
hydroxide (KOB) needed to neutralize the acid
constituents in one gram of lubrication oil) A
strong indicator of oil degradation is also its
increase in viscosity. Normally a 20% increa e in
viscosityis a warning that the oil. is reaching the
end of its useful life,

Oil cOlJditiolJ. The top line on 'the graph in
Figure 6 represents kinematic viscosity oflhe
high-oleic sunflower-based UITO oil S, measured

~~_Wear
Table, 3:--fZG Test Conditions.

u~ ScuffingParameters, Pitting
Stage I Stage II

I Test gears type A c
1111.08 d stage " 9 HI.. 302 37.2.6 372.6
Circumferential speed m/s 8.3 8.3 0.35 0.20
Pinion rotational speed rpm 2,170 2,170 '93 53

1/.,-one stage until failureBunning time hour 20 30
Sump temperature 'C 90. at start 90 121
..... incrementally increased toad.

Oil Slow speed wear
C/0.35-0.25/120

Iwe.ight loss in mgl

Table 4--HG Tes~Results.
Sc uffing Pitting
A/B.3/90 C/B.3!90

. _ (FZG load staOfl'1 ~ ~ycles 01 pinianl
R 10 13.96 11(16

111 26.75 1'()6 19/2211s
G :>12 30.00" 1,(16

1'0 l'5.1fi61OS
--------

HI 7.70 lOSM
* pining, test. was stopped, but critical failure did not occur.
1) Stage IIStage III.

electrometer test gearbox. electric
brak,e

generater

.FigllJ';eS-ScI,emalic d4JgrallJ oj the helical gear lest rig.
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Figure fi...-..Trelld values for viscosity and TAN,
by a table value until the sudden rise at 650 oper-
ating hours, which indicates the oil deterioration.

,Gearbox condition. Oi1in the gearbox couJd be
a very u eful condition monitoring media. If we
can separate the debris from the oil, we can iden-
tify and. track an abnormal wear condition without
tearing down the equipment. Wear particles con-
tained in the lubricating oil carry detailed and

at 40°C. ArLer initial shear-down, the viscosity is important information about the condition of the
table until. 600 working, hours. when a slight oil-wetted cemponemsin the gearbox. If noe ces-

increase is observed. The bottom TAN line shows ive wear is observed, then this indicates that the
three distinct ection: initial increa e i .followed effective lubrication in the gearbox i maintained
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during the operation.

The method used for the quantitative evalua-
tion of the wear particle concentration was direct
reading (DR) ferrography. DR ferrography mag-
netically separates wear particles from lubricants
and optically measures the relative concentration
of ferrous particles present in the oil sample. The
instrument is able to detect particles in the length
range of 1-300 microns. The output of the DR fer-
rography consists of two digital readings, a DL
(density large) for large particles (> 5 um) and a
DS (density small) for small particles (1-2 um)
(Ref. 12).

Figure 7 shows the measured values for DL
and OS for high-oleic sunflower-based oil S as a
function of operating time. These readings can be
processed in several ways to allow easier identifi-
cation of an abnormal wear mode. Two such ways
are briefly described (Ref. 12):
Total Wear Particle Concentration (WPC)

WPC=DL+DS (1)
Percentage of Large Particles (PLP)

PLP= [(DL-DS)IWPC]*100 (2)
Although the magnitude of the WPC is impor-

tant, the change from historical values is the iadi-

count. In normal operating conditions, a baseline
of normal wear may be established and the aver-
age of WPC values can be calculated.
The average of Wear Particle Concentration
value (WPC",ea,,)

WPC",ean = l/n2;WPC* (3)
where WPC* means that only normal wear data
are summed (outliers are excluded) .

The WPC value should not exceed the value
of an alarm limit-the critical wear particle con-
centration that is based on the WPC"'.1l1Ivalue and
standard deviation of the normal samples (out-
liers are excluded).
The critical Wear Particle Concentration (WPCc,J

WPCcr = WPCmean + zo (4)
where (J is a population's standard deviation.

The most informative method for DR results
representation is a plot of WPC and PLP in the
same graph, because an increase in both WPC
and P LP is the best indication of an abnormal
wear condition. Figure 8 shows (he calculated
values for WPC and PLP, which are plotted over
time. The WPC value shows an initial sharp rise
through a running-in process, during which the
quantity of wear particles quickly increases and
then settles to a lower value after 350. operating
hours, when a normal wear period is beginning.
The WPC and PLP values remain relatively con-
stant in the normal running operation period,
because the gearbox wear reaches a state of equi-
librium in which the particle loss rate equals the
particle production rate.

An alarm limit for severe wear WPCcr can be
calculated for the last six samples, because at
least three data in the normal wear period are nec-
essary to determine WPCmean and a population's
standard deviation cr before the WPCcr for the
first point can be calculated. All WPC values are
beyond the alarm limit. therefore the gearbox
operates in the normal wear mode. The test was
ended when the test oil started to deteriorate and
before the gear failures occurred.

To avoid leakage problems. seals used in a
gearbox should be compatible with the test oil,
Fluoroelastomer (Viton®)was used as a seal mate-
rial for the test, The seals were inspected after the
test and no change in the geometry was found.

Discussion
Two formulated vegetable-based UTIO oils,

two synthetic esters, and a mineral UTIO oil
were investigated with respect to their gear pro-
tection properties. The study has shown. that the

cator of machine wear condition. Quantitative fer- gear protection properties of the formulated veg-
rography is a trending tool and not a particle etable-based oils are comparable with the corre-
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spending mineral-based oil, However. the FZG
investigations show significantly better results

for pitting re i lance for the vegetable-ba ed oils
and synLl1eti.c e ters.

The vegetable-based oils and synthetic esters

exhibit very good lubricity in boundarylubrica-
tion conditions. because the synthetic esters con-

Lain organic straight chain compounds with polar
end groups=fauy acid (see Table 2). The polar
nature of the biodegradable oils gives them a
greater affinity for metal surfaces than nonpolar

mineral oil . The need for anti wear additives is
reduced. Therefore, with lower concentration of

the additive , both the vegetable- arid synthetic-

ba ed oil how lower fri.cLion coefficients than
the mineral test oil (see Figs. 1-2).

The FZG Lest results indicate that oil viscosity

has 3. strong influence on cuffing performance
and pitting resistance (Ref. 13). The best results
are obtained with the ynthetic-ba ed gear oil,
which has a vi cosity two ISO grades higher than

the UTTO te t oils. At the arne time. this syn-
thetic ester has the lowe t concentration of addi-
tive . The gear oils are generally of higher vi -
cosity than hydraulic oils. but UITO oil is a mul-
tipurpose lubricant that has 10 meet boththe gear
protection and hydraulic system requirements.

Vegetable- and synthetic-based oil have
excellent viscosity propertie . Their viscosity
indexes (VI) exceed 1.95. while the V] for miner-
aI UITO cil equals ISO (see Table I),. The high-
er VI allow- for the formation of the thicker

lubrication film and for better separation of the

contact surfaces at working temperatures (Ref.
~4-15). The UTIO oils are of the arne ISO
grade vis co ity, but tests=-e pecially for pitting

resistance-show a great. differentiation in the
results. Besides the lubricant viscosity. the lubri-
cant base stock: has a great influence on pitting
resistance, while the additive type and concentra-
tion have onty a minor influence. The fZjG pit-

ting test conditions corre pond to a Henzian con-
tact point pre sure of 1.65 GPa. while contact
pres 1IIfe at the SRV te ti 2.0 GPa. The pitting
test results elo ely follow the SRV inve tigations.
Measured friction coefficient (Figure 2), the fatty
acid content {Table 2). and antiwear propertie of
fatty acids (Figure 3) determine the pining per-
formance ..The higher number ofcycles until fail-
ure is thus a function ofthe lower sliding friction
at the point. of contact and. consequeruly, [ower

tangential stresses on the surface. which can effi-
ciently prevent fatigue failure associated w.ith

Summary
The vegetable-based lJITO oil formulations have

the advantages of having a green ouree of oil and

lower cost than a biodegradable ynthetic UTfO oils.
Agricultural equipment. is ideally uited to lise veg-
etable-based oil because the tractor is lubricated by oi I
derived from a plant growing in 'the field that has been
cultivated by tile arne equipment.

The vegetable-based oil formulations exhibit
[ow changes of viscosity with temperature, The

vi co it)' index improvers can be used to enhance

the viscosity index of mineral-based oil • but it is
advantageous to have a high viscosity index "buill.
into" the base oil molecule itself.

The te ts how that the pitting resistance of

vegetable- and synthetic ester-based UTIO oil

formulations is significantly better compared with
the mineral UITO oil.

The investigations on the helical gear te t rig
have shown that the test high-oleic uaflower-
based UITO oil formulation derived from the
genetically modified plant. provides ufflcient
gearbox lubricationfor 600 operation hours at. a
maintained oil temperature in the range of

78-82°C·O
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Design of High Contact Ratio
Spur Gears Cut With

Standard Tools
Evg,ueni Podzharo·y and A'imanta!s M'ozuras

Fig"re I-Colltact ratios of HCR gears cut with a slaridard rack 1001of 200 gears by two and then simultaneously introducing
pressure allgle. a negative displacement of the gear tooth profile
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Abstract
In high precision and heavily loaded spur

gears, the effect of gear error is negligible, so the
periodic variation of tooth stiffness is theprinci-
pal cause of noise and vibration. High contact
ratio pur gears can be used to excludeor reduce
the variation of tooth stiffness.

A simple method of designing high contact
ratio spur gears em with standard tools of20° pro-
file angle is presented ill this paper. It consists of
increasing the number of teeth on mating gears
and imultaneously introducing negative profile
shift in order to provide the same center distance,

Compute, programs to calculate static and
dynamic transmission error of gears under load
have been developed to evaluate dynamic proper-
ties of gears. The analysis of gears using these
programs showed that gears with high contact
ratio of 1.96 have much less static and dynamic
transmission error than standard gears ..

Introduction
The periodic change of tooth stiffness, gear

errors and friction force impulse at the pitch point
are the principal cau es of vibration and noise ill
gears. In high precision and heavily loaded gears,
the effect of gear errors is insignificant, so the
periodic variation of tooth stiffness and friction
force impulse are the most significant causes of
noise and vibration.
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High contact ratio spur gears can be used to
exclude or reduce the variation of tooth stiffness.
Kasuba (Ref, 1) established experimentally that
the dynamic loads decrease with increasing OOD-

tact ratio in spur gearing. Sato, Umezawa, and
Ishikawa (Ref. 2) demonstrated experimentally
thai. the minimum dynamic factor corresponds to
gears with a contact ratio slightly less than 2.00
(1.95). The same result was found experimentally
by Kahraman and Blankenship (Ref. 3) and theo-
retically by Lin, Wang, Oswald, and Coy (Ref. 4).

The increase in contact ratio can be implement-
ed by decreasing pressure angle and increasing
tooth height. In the previous works (Refs. 2-4), the
increase in the tooth contact ratio was implemented
by increasing tooth height. Vulgakov (Ref. 5) pro-
posed a method of designing nonstandard gears in
generalized parameters and found that pur gears
with a contact ratio of more than 2.0 and a pressure
angle more than 20" worked considerably quieter.
Rouverol and Watanabe (Ref. 6) proposed maxi-
mum-conjugacy gearing, which has a low pressure
angle at pitch point and increases slowly at the tip
and at the root. The measurements also bowed a
considerable reduction in the noise level compared
to standard gears.

Nevertheless, the use of standard pres ure
angle and standard tool is preferable. In the
author's previous work (Ref. 7), a simple method
of designing high contact ratio spur gears with a
standard basic rack of 200 profile angle was pre-
sented. This method allows us to design gears
with a contact ratio of nearly 1.95. In this paper,
an analysis of static and dynamic transmission
error in standard gears with 200 pressure angle
and high contact ratio gears is given.
Method oli Design of Higb Contact Ratio Spur

Gears Cut witha Standard Tool
An increase of the contact ratio can be carried

out by the method (Ref. 7) in the existent gears by
incrementing the sum of numbers of teeth in the
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in the following way. The operating transverse
pressure angle i equal.

where a....is the operating transverse
pressure angle;

a, i the transverse pre ure angle;
a = O.5m, + (" + Za) is dle tandard center

distance;
Q.. is the operating center distance;
m is the module:
'1(2,[S the tooth number of pinion (gear).

lben.!he 11m of profile shift coefficients is
determined by

where
illvO is the involute fun lion of the angle;

'a" i th normal pre lire angle.
The profile sltift coefficients of the pinion

x,and gear .1'2 can be selected, balancing pecific
tiding (Ref. 8). The conditions of interference

absence mu t aI 0 be checked.
Contact ratio, ofa spur gear:

where Z i the aetl ve length of the line of contact;

Pb = 7t m co ex- base pitch (4)

The calculated value of contact mlio~orthe
range of 'tooth numbers from 30-]00 for both
gears are presented in Figure L These values vary
from W,89 to 1.95.

The real value of CQntaCIratio is slightly higher
due to the consequence of the tooth deformation
under lcadand edge contacts atihe beginning and
the end of contact, 1be absence of tooth undercut
gives !he range of value of tooth numbers (approx-
im~tely z > 26) fOI" these .high contact ratio gears cut
bya rack-type 1001 of 20° profile angle.

The' pre ore angle in HeR gears is lower than
in tandard gears. The lower pressure angle leads to
greater liding velocity and increases the risk of
scuffing, The negative shift coefficient which musl
be introducted in thi type of gear decreases the
bending re istance of a pair of gear, but because of
better load di tribution between two pairs of teeth.
till can be partly compensated. So, the HCR gears
must be checked for bending and scuffmg resis-
tance of teeth.

O}

~~:;;t2'.....(;ear dynamic model: ~a) model o/tooth enga.gem.cm', ,rb), dynamic

(2)

Determ~natioD .of Static Transmission Error
in Spur Gears

The tooth engagement model presented in
Figure 2a hows the influence of load di tribution
between teeth on effective gear errors. Following
Yelleand Bums (Rd. 9) and Remmers (Ref; 110),
the tooth profi.le i represented as a slide and the
teeth a springs with rollers, The pilCh error is
modeled as a step base for pring and profile
error, and base pitch error i di played as 311

'Undulated inclined lide urface. From the analy-
sis of this model, it is evident that having finish
tooth. errors, tooth edge contact designed as
. lopes AB and CD 011 the slide, the loath load i
not distributed uniformly between teeth.

Here ell is the stiffness 0'1'the i-rh pair of teeth;
S, i the kinematic error of th j·rh pair.

composed by base pitch error and pro-
file error;

Jplli is the circular pitch error difference of
the i-tho pair of teeth;
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(3)

X 3 Is the statictransmissi.on error under
load;

fir; is, the local kinematic error of the l-th.
pairof teeth;

Jph i. the base pitch error; and
Eo is the contact ratio ..

In igure 2a,the po itive error is directed out-
ward from. the lide and the negativeerror j

directed inlo the slide, As a consequence, a posi-
tive error corresponds to spring compressions.
With the e definitions, the tooth deflecl.ion. which
appears as the result of the action of positive
tooth error, is also positive. Then, the transmis-
ion error Xl' can be expressed by current. errors

of several pairs of teeth and its deflection .tJj in
the following way:

where
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Here m i the moclule of gears;
aM,' is the center di ranee:
ZJ(2) is the tooth number of p,iniol'l (gear);
a...., is the operating transverse pressure angle:
X1(2)is the profile shift coefficient of pinion

(gear);
h: = hahn is the addendum coefficient; and
h" is the addendum, pinion (gear).
The re ull of the calculations of tatic trans-

mission error for (lie gears with parameters shown
in Table I, without tooth errors, are presented in
Figure 3. In the graphic of Figure 3. the values of
transmis ion error are presented in dimen ionless
form, where xj = x3 /X30 where .\'30 = FJelo mean
tooth deflection, and em = mean tooth liffne of
gear me h.

It can be seen from the figure that the variation of
transmission error of the gear with standard pressure
angle and standard tooth height (witllout tooth errors)
has a stepped form (curve 1). The stepped fonn of
transmission error is due to a change in tooth stiffness
between one-poi r tooth contact zone and two-pair

tooth contact zone. The tatictransmi ion error of
this form can excite high-level vibration. The gear
pair with high contact ratio and tandard loo!h height
(Equation 2) has an increased tooth contact ratio '(Ea =
1.93). This contact ratio was obtained by increasing
the number of teeth of the pinion and the gear each by
one, and introducing negative profile tooth· hifts (XI

;;;;-0.393 Y .\'2 = -Q.52), according to the method pro-
posed (Ref. 7).

The taric Iran mi ion error here i not large, but
it has a peak that can cause vibrali n excitation. To
further reduce the transmission error. we mu t

increase tooth addendum by 0.0.18 of its value (11(:=
1.018). The contact ratio of this gear is 1:96. In thl
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The kinematic error during tooth edge contact
at the beginning and the end of tooth me It (the
sections AB and CD on the Iide, see Fig, 2a) can
be evaluated using the method exposed by Seireg
and Houser (Ref. II). The error in the section Be
of the lide can be determined as a sum of coine
and linear funcnons,

The normal force between teeth is equal

F. = :tel,l"), = :t ellex} + 1,;)
I_I 1_1

Transforming Equation 7. we have

x} = (F. - "EeJ,t;I)/"f. c,
1-1 ,.11

Usmg formulas in Equations 5-8. one can find

2]
1·W'., ,Q_'--,r~.\-.-'u:-------- ......-....._--,. ..

the kinematic error of tooth engagement under
(6) load at any moment in time, which i tatic trans-

mission error. Al first, the calculation i done w.ith
n;;;; L assuming thatfirf =f1rnltJ.I is the maximum
tooth error in [he tooth engagement, Then, if x) +
fir2 >.0, we aeeepr n = 2 and continue the calcula-
tion. The method. developed by Weber and
Bona chek (Ref. 12) is used to determine the tooth
stiffness at any position. Calcularion of static
transmi sian error can be used, in de igning a gear
with the purpo e of electing geometric and preci-
sion parameters. which assure a. minimum exci-

(7) tation of vibration in gear engagement.
Ana[ysis of Static Transmission Er-ror .of

Standalidand High Contact R.atio SpUIi Gears
The geometric parameters of gear . analyzed

(8) here are . 110wn in able l.

0.5

3 5 7 9-1 11

OI:stance: from pitch polnt, mm

Fig.ur-e J Stalic transmission I!l'TOr if! gears.: 1-, tandl1fid gear, 2--higlJ eontaet
ralio gear willi standard tootll heigllt, J'.-higll ,contact r;alio'gear willi increased
toolll height.
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Figur,e 4-Tooth adde1ldum CO"-espOlldilig to contact ralio of 1.96.

lable 1
No·1 m,mm 8w,mm I 1, ~ I

IlfW Xl
,

)12 h:
1 3.0 135 I 40 I 52 20.0 0.000: 0.000 1.000
2 3.0 135 II 41 53 16.240 -11.393 -0.520' 1.000
3 3,0 135 I 41 53: 16.240 -0.393 -0.521 1.0.18



case, the tatic transmi i 1'1 ,e:nmalmost completely
disappears (curve 3 in Fig-ure 3).

The increments of tooth addendum which cor-
respond to a contact ratio of 1.96 were calculated
by iteration and presented in Figure 4. For the
range of tooth number. from 30-100, the required
increment of addendum vary from W.005- 1.035
of its valu , andlhe e increments can be made
using tandard tooth 1.001 .

Dynamic:: Transmission Error
The dynamic mode] of a gear pair is presented

in Figure 2b. Here. CI(~1i stiffness of upport of a
pinion (gear), Cit) is stiffness of tooth me h, "'112l

i mass of pinion (gear). JIL21 is moment of inertia
of pitnion (gear). These parameters, have me fol-

lowing values C1 = 45.5 M .I'm, C2 = 81 M 1m,
C30= 363 MN/m, 1111= 3.38 kg, m2 = 4.5 kg. 11 =
10.297 • 10-3 kg 1112 , 12 :: 0.835 • 10-3 kg 1712• The
dissipative coefficient was expected to be 0.05. In
this dynamic model, the tooth engagement is rep-
resented by the structural model. hown in Figure
2a. The whole dynamic model is described by
three differential equations wilh periodic functions
thai were olved by a program based on 'the 'lie of

the Runge-KUlla method <Ref. 13).
Th results of the elution of the equations ~O]"

three type of gear with ut errors are hewn in
Figure 5. for one period of stationary vibrations,
and for tooth mesh frequencies from 0-3,000 Hz.

The dynamic rransrnission error tis also repre em-
ed here in dimensionle . form,

II can be concluded from the figure that:
L Standard gears have very high. amplitudes of
vibraticns ,(Figure Sa).
.2. Amplirode of vibmtion dimini h in high contact
ratio gears with tandard tooth height (Fig. 5b).
3. Vibrauons completely disappear in the case of high
contact ratio gears wilh lightly increased loolh
height and contact ratio. equal to 1.96 (Fig. 5c).
4. Curves at zero frequ ncy are identical to the sta-
lie transmi ion error curve in - igure 3.

Conclusions
Methods and programs have been developed to.

calculate static and dynamicll'ruls:mi ion errors
under load in pur gears. A tooth me h of periodic

structure. which take . into. ace unt deflecti n and

,.
I..
I'

(a)

F.igure 5-D}'na711ic Irat.lsmission error: ~a) '-ttmdarilgear. (II) High conine.'
ratio gear willi standard rootll lu!iglll" ie) High cOlllael rmiD gear "'ith cOillael
ratio 0/1.96. --
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errors of each pair 01' teelh in the enagement, i used.

The analy i of tatic and dynamic tran m:i ion
errors in high-preci ion, heavy-loaded standard
gears. hi.gh contact rntio gears of tandard tooth
height and high contact ratio gears wuh slightly
increased tooth. addendum hewed shar, in the last
type of gears, Ihe tatic and dynamic tran mi sion
errors can be alma 1 completely excillded.Q
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Internet at www.vibcons.com.
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_-----------INMEMORIAMII------------_
Prominent Gear Engineer
Dar'll,e IDu!dlll,ey: 19117-,20013,

Darle Dudley, an internationally
known gear engineer, of San Diego, CA.
died April II. of heart problems and a
serious, infection. He was 86 years oldl.

Mr. Dudley was known for his two
gear handbooks. which were tran Iated
iruo French. German and Spanish. He
was also known for his 19-year chair-
manship of the AGMA Aerospace
Gearing Committee.

Born April. 8. 1917. in Salem. OR.
MI'. Budley started his career in ] 940.
That year, he graduated from Oregon
State University with a bachelor of ci-
ence degree in mechanical engineering
and joined General Electric Co. in Lynn,
MA.

In J952, Mr. Dudley met Martin
Hartman, starting a 51-year friendship
and association. Over the years, the two
men worked on everal geM projects
together, including work on the Apello
space program.

"Darle worked onjusr about every kind
of gear YOII can think: of," Hartman says.

In 1964. Mr. Dudley left GE as man-
ager of advanced gear engineering and
went to Mechanical echnology Inc, of
Schenectady, NY, a manager of
mechanical transmissions. In L967. he
left MT] to serve as chief of gear tech-
nology at Solar Turbines Inc. of Saa
Diego. CA.

In 1978, he retired early andfounded
the gear consultancy Dudley
Engineering Co. Inc. Dudley
Engineeriog consulted with companies
involved in mining. turbine, aerospace
and industrial producti.on.

"We consulted in the gear bu iness all

everything from ewage plants to satel-
lite ," say Danny F. Smith, a ~5-year
associate and friend.

Smith met Mr. Dudley in 1988,
through the Yellow Pages. Smith was

finishing college and looking for a job-
"It was a cold call." He worked for Mr.
Dudley for 9 years.

"He was a brilliant man," Smith says,
"but he was also kind and funny."

Today, Smith is enior principal
design engineer at Solar Turbines Inc.
Mr. Dudley recommended Solar
Turbines, one of his former employers, to
Smith.

In 1991.• Mr. Dudley created a econd
consultancy, Dudley Technical Group
Inc. of San Diego and transferred most of
Dudley Engineering's assets to it. In
1997. he suffered a stroke. forcing his
retirement from the gear industry.

Dudley Technical continues today in
Doylestown, PA. under its new owner
and pre ident, Mr. Dudley's 25-year
associate and friend, Mike Broglie.

Broglie credits Mr. Dudley with gear-
ing knowledge as 'thorough as anyone
he' ever met.

"~l'extremely broad based in the dif-
ferent types of gearing that he worked
on," Broglie says, "and he worked on an
types of gears andall types of gear appli-
cations."

Broglie most remembers Mr.
Dudley's speaking style, though. He says
Mr. Dudley could convey complex ideas
in simple, straightforward language.

As for Mr. Dudley's writing style: "It
was identical." Broglie knows; he's read
all of Mr. Dudley's books and con-
tributed 1.0 .Dudley's Gear Handbook.

Gear Books
Over 40 years, Mr. Dudley created

four gear books.
His first book was Practical Gear

Design. Published in [954, the handbook
was translated into French in 1958 and
into German in 1961.

He then edited Gear Handbook,
which was published in 1962. It was

IDarle IDudley: 1917-2003

.,As a human,

he was, a gentleman:

as a gear engineer.

there W8.S no peer."

-Martin :Hartma,n•.

51~year fr,iend& associate

later translated into Spanish and pub-
li hed in Mexico in 1973. Hi next
book wa The Evolution of tile Gear
An, published in 1969.

Mr. DudJeylater expanded and
revised his Practical Gear Design,
which was published in 1984 with the
title Handbook of Practical Gear
Design. In t 994, it was republished .

In 1991, his Gear Handbook was
publi hed aa revised second edition and
retitled Dudley s Gear Handbook. The
1991 edition was edited by Denni P:
own end, president of Townsend
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Engineering of Westlake. OH.
Townsend views Mr. Dudley's writ-

ings as his greatest contribution to the
gear industry. particularly Mr. Dudley's
two handbooks: "They're used by just
about everyone in the gear industry."

Awards
Mr. Dudley received six awards dur-

ing his gear career, including three
awards from European organizations.

In 1958, he received the AGMA's

,, 1IN IMEMORI'AMI __ -----------
Edward P: Connell Award.• given to peo-
ple who have provided outstanding serv-
ice to the gear industry. In 1966, he
received the Golden Gear Award from
Power Transmission Design. fOE out-
standing contributions to the gear art.

In 1977, Mr. Dudley recei ved the
Medaille D' Argent from the French
Institute of Gears and Gear
Transmissions for America's contribu-
tions 10 the global advancement of the

gear art. 111 1.979, he was awarded the
Worcester Reed Warner Medal from
ASME for his engineeringcontributions
to gears.

In 1986, he received a second award,
the Medaille D'Or, from the French
Institute of Gears and Gear
Transmissions. In 1994, he received the
Ernst Blickle Award from SEW-
Eurodrive-Siftung of Bruchsal,
Germany.
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Chairmanships
Besides the aerospace gearing com-

mittee, Mr. Dudley was a founder and
the first chairman of the AGMA Vehicle
Geaxing Committee. He founded and
was first chairman of the Gear Technical
Committee of the International.
Federation for the Theory of Machines
and Mechanisms (lFfoMM).He also
was chairman of the ASME Re earch
Needs Task Force for Gearing and was a
member of the ASME Gear Research
Institute.

Association Member hips
Mr. Dudley was a member of the

American Gear Manufacturers As ocia-
tion (AGMA)., the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (AS ME, now
ASME International), the ASME Gear
Research Institute and of IFfoMM.

He also was an honorary member of
Verein Deutscher lngenieure (VD[), an
association of German engineers.

MI'. Dudley is urvived by hi wife,
Dorothy; daughter, Cheryl Davis; son
Curtis Dudley; stepson Robert Burson;
ister, Dorine Wenger; nine grandchil-

dren; and two great-grandchildren .
"As a human, he was gentleman; as a

gear engineer, there was no peer,"
Hartman says. "I don't think we're going
to replace him."O

Tell Us What You Think ...
Vilit www.g8lrtechnology.cDlllto
• Ratethis column
• Request more information
• Make a suggestion

I
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torsl
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James J. Cervlnka. Arrow's
chairman and CEO. worked
lor 8 gse r manufacturer in
high schooland served in the
U.S. Navy In World War II.
80th eXIIBrlencas wer!! vital
to starting Arr,aw.

, '

Joseph IL Hazelton

Be ide master'; degree,

James J. Cervinka and Frank E. Piel ticker mu I've knOWIJ

the future when they named their new busines Arrow Gear Co.
in 1'947. They tarted Qui to maaufaeture gear for hand tools
and machine tool" but their bu ine has taken off' ince then.

"Arrow" ugge ( flight, peed and weaponry. lbday, Arrow
Gear of Downers Grove, IlL. i a leading manufacturer of gears
for aerospace. The company pecializes in aigh-tech, high-qual-
ity spiral bevel gears, and j,1 - products fly in commercial air-
craft. military aircraft, helicopters, rockets and cruise missiles.
About 70 percent of Arrow's ale are to nero pace customers.

Arrow's other gears transmit power in ground applications-
in robotic. printing pre se and off-road! equiprnem, as exam-
ple ..But, even on the ground, orne Arrow gears are 11 ed for
"f1ying"-like the ones they made for an Indy race car.

Anew's course, though, taned with a teenager and a sum-
mel job ..Cervioka has had gears in his blood since high school.
when he worked for Chicago gear manufacturer D.O. Jame
Corp. "I'm. a hand -01'11 mechanic," he ays,

Cervinka 31 0 nrdied engineering in college, but his educa-
lion wa first used in . ervice 1.0 hi
country, During World War Il, he
served as an engineering officer in the
Pacific Ocean. aboard the heavy cruis-
er U.'.s. Bremerton.

After the war, Cerv.inka. went home
to River ide, IL, just west of Chicago.
He wasthinking about getting a mas-
ter's degree, but he had to wait before
he could gel. back into college. So the
engineer took a job with American
Gear in learing, IL. just. outside
Chicago.

Cervinka expected to be with
American about "ix months, just 'til it
wa time '10 go ba k to college. On the
job. he met fellow engineer Pielsticker,
who wa involved in calculation for
piraJ be el gears for American.

Start yOUJ OWn busine s. "My father
Joseph Arvin JOined Arrow In

1972 as manufacturing man-
ager. Four promotions lIi1er,
he beclmu Arrow's, president
in 1981. After 311year$,his and 'they had complementing talents: Arrow then faced the problem of new businesses-finding
Iprofusione1 enthusiasm Pielsticker wa good at business customers.
,remains: "Ill's eJlcltLng to me
to work WIth gears." - adminitratio.n and gear calculations, "We knew where they were," Cervinka says candidly, "they
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Cervinka was lhlnIting about some-
thing his father encouraged him to do:

'had a business before The Depression."
He and Piclsncker got along well,

now Gear ICO.
Establisbed: 1941
No. ollEmployees: 115
Size of Factory: Mare than 145.000sq. feet
Industries Served: Aerospacal,IRoliotics.IPrinting. Off-Road Equipment
Major Pr'Dducts: Spiral bevel ga8n. Straight bevel gears. Spur gNn,
Helical gear:s, Gear drivel
Quality Registrations: A_NSI·RAB QMS. A591 00. IIS09OO1·2000.lnd
NAil CAP
Industry Affiliations: AGMA. .ASM International, ASME International
Website: WWW.Bl1owgllar.com

Arr'Dw Gaar Co. occupies more tha.n145"OOO qUlr,a faet iin Dawn rs
'Grove. 8' weslam suburb of Chicago, IL
Cervink.a al maintaining machinery and manufacturing gear. If
they 0 mbincd their talent , they could even run a bu. iness-so
Ihey did.

And they decided that busines would manufacture spiral
bevel gears. Cervinka explain that tho e gears were highly
technicaland. "We wanted to get paid for our brain work."

To equip Arrow, Cervinka and Pielstieker used a valuable
currency=Cervinka's veteranstatus,

During World War Il.the .S. gevernmcnt ased a lot of man-
ufactllrillg machinery. Afterward, it no longer needed the
machine ,soit taned to sell them.

Cervinka's veteran tam meant great advantages: veteran
were treatedas first inline forthe machines. which Ihey could
buy at very low prices, withju ta down payment They had five
years (0 pay the balance, but they aJ 0 could each receive a m·
year loan of 25,000..

Thus, rrow acquired several Gleason Works machine and
opened shop ina small indu trial building in Worth, just, outh-
west of Chicago.
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____ COMPANY PROflLIE •

Spiral Bevel Contact Patterns-Right the first Time
What's the key piece of Arrow's highly accurate, closed-locp sys·

tem for making spiral bevel gears?
"All the software," gear engineer Tom Mifflin says. R.AII that soft·

ware is what makes everything work."
Mifflin should know; he manufactures spiral bevel gear teeth

using the system, which can create aerospace-quality spiral bevel
gears with contact patterns that are right the first time.

A.31·year employee, Mifflin is in charge of gear-tooth manufac-
turing and contact pattern design for Arrow.

The system itself consists of two Gleason Corp. machines, 6'

Phoenix® gear cutter and a Phoenix gear grinder, and a Zeiss/Hofler
coordinate measuring system. These blue and gray machines are
scattered throughout the factory, sitting among green gear genera-
tors and gear checkers,

Also, the system uses Gleason's CAGE,HOO finite 'element analy-
sis [FEAt and G-AGEinspection analysis software.

The software brings the scattered machines together off the fac-
tory's cement floor, to computer screens in Mifflin's carpeted office.

Arrow bought the system's pieces over about 10 years. The last
piece, the FEAsoftware, was bought in 2001. Before then, the system
had been operational for years, using loaded tooth contact analysis
(TCA)software to design contact patterns.

Even without the FEA software,though, Arrow twice manufac-
tured spiral bevel gears with first-time, right-on contact patterns for a
iet engine project in the late 1990s.

The project started in 1998. Arrow had to manufacture two spiral
bevel gear sets for the commercial aircraft jet engine, One set was for
the tower shaft, the other for the accessory gearbox.

"The bevel gears manufactured by Arrow Gear performed excel-
lently," Roger Levine says. "The contact pattern was excellent, right
where it was supposed to be:

During the project, Levine was II staff engineer on mechanical
systems at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft in East Hartford, CT. He was also
leader of the team for the project's tower shaft and main gearbox and
was mainly involved in designing the spiral bevel gea.rs.

levine says the contact pattern was "right on the money with the
first set of gears.R He adds that getting the pattern right the first time
isn't a normal thing in his experience. levine has helped design and
build five spiral bevel gear sets tor aircraft jet engine projects during
his 30-year career.

Arrow also manufactured the spiral bevel g.earsfor the accssso-
ry gearbox. That gearbox was being provided by Sundstrand Corp.

Mike Blewett, then a
Sundstrand design engi·
neer, was on the team th at
designed the accessory
gearbox.

"We found that the pat-
terns were pretty much
,exactlvwhere Arrow predict-
ed they would be,R he says.
'We never had to adjustthe
contact pattern ever since
the first unit was shipped: 0

From his office computers. gear engineer Tom
Mifflin manufactures spiral bevel gear teeth
using Arrow's clesed-toco system for menu-
facturing spiral bevel gears. Mifflin S8es the
software as the key to the system: °AII that
sottwara is what makes everything work.'
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_----- COMPANiV IPiROFILE _

just weren't going to put their 'eggs in OUI basket"
At thatpoint, Cervinka went looking for a gear order-at

D.O. James. The company remembered him and was willing to
take a chance on his new business.

Anow started making spiral bevel gears for D.O. James'
speed reducers. Cervinka recalls he and Pielsticker could pro-
vide their gears on-time and at a reasonable price-and they
were better 'than what D.O . James had been getting.

The company stayed with Arrow for more than nine years.
And Cervinka admits its gear orders :really helped Arrow during
its first years, giving it time to grow-"When you start, any-
thing is bles ed."

Today, Arrow occupies a building with more than 145,000
square feet" in Downers Grove, 'one of Chicago's western sub-
urbs. A medium-sized gear manufacturer. Arrow employs 175
people; is equipped to design,. manufacture, heat treat and
inspect gears and to manufacture gearboxes: and has more than
5<X) 'customers.

At 56 years. old, Arrow remains a CervinkalPielsticker busi-
ness, Pielsticker died in 1981, but Cervinka, now 83, continues
as Arrow's CEO and chairman. of it board of directors.

Pielsticker' sons, James and Frank L, work at Arrow as
executive vice president and material director, re pectively,
Likewise, Cervinka has two ons, Mike and John, at Arrow.
Mike is director of facilitiesand human resources, and John is
assigned 10 special projects,

Arrow's president, however, is Joseph Arvin. Nearly 6 feet 3
inches taU, Arvin has the friendly re erve of a country gentle-
man. Rai ed in Indianapolis, IN, the industrial engineer has
been with Arrow since [972 andltas been its pre ident since
1987. He till retains the barest trace of a Southern accenr=-
"You get that in Indianapolis," he says. "It waa lot worse
before I came up here."

Today, Arrow is home t.o a highly accurate closed-loop sys-
ternfor manufacturing spiral bevel gears. The system call create
aerospace-quality spiral bevel gears with 'contact patterns that
are right the first time, aving development time for Arrow and
its customers.

Also, the system has, been on a streak, It's manufactured a
spiral bevel gear set for five different projects: four aerospace
and one automotive racing-the Indy car. lin these consecutive
projects, each ofArrow's gear sets had !he right contact pattern
the first time.

"That's what we're striving for," Cervinka say .0
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IOna Possible Way of Size and Weight
Reduction of a CarTransmission

Slephell P. Radzev;i,ch

Figur,e 2-Fixed differential gea» arrangement of References 3, 5,. and II. The example discussed
Type D. l above dea.rly indicates the necessity of develop-
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This study is focused 011 some features of the
geometry and kinematics of gear I'/Obbing opera-
tions. The principal goal is to determine the min-
imal hob idle distance that is required for com-
plete generation of the gear teeth. This task is
important in many aspects. especially for reduc-
ing the axial size of a hobbed shoulder-gear.
Reduction of the axial size of a bobbed shoulder-
gear leads to reduction of size and weight of the
shoulder-gear itself and of the gear train housing,
Developed by E. Buckingham, methods of analyt-
leal mechanics of gears are applied to determine
an exact minimal allowed length of the gear hob
idle distance, The results reponed in the paper
are applicable for manufacmring of spur and
helical involute gears . .Applying the results allows
one to reduce the axial size and weight of a gear
train and its housing. The consideration below is
focused on bobbing of involute gears. Slightly
modified results obtained ore applicable for hob-
bing of splines, sprockets, ratchets and other f01711

!:
I:
"I'

Figure J-AII example of a cluster gear.

.I~

tooth profiles. The results obtained are important
for the application of multi-start hobs of small
diameter.

Introduct.ion
Almost any external tooth form that is uni-

formly spaced around a center can be hobbed,
Hobbing is recognized as an economical means of
producing spur and helical gears with involute
tooth. profiles. Although the hobbing processis
often associated with manufacturing of gears and
splines, many other forms call be cut. Due to its
versatility, bobbing is also recognized as an eco-
nomic means of producing ratchets, prockets and
other pecial forms,

But a problem appear in mass production of
cluster gears (Fig. I), for example. in manufactur-
ing transmissions in the automotive industry. For
economic reasons, both gears in a cluster gear
need to be hobbed and not machined with a gear
shaper cutter. Productivity of gear bobbing opera-
tions significantly exceeds that of gear shaping
operations. Moreover, bobbing of a cluster gear
can be performed on the same hobbi ng machine
and in the same set-up without work resetting.
Therefore, hobbing of cluster gear does not waste
time: a) for unloading the gear hobbing machine.
b) for transporting gear blanks to a gear shaping
machine. c) for installing gear blanks again on the
gear shaper ..and d) for solving a specific problem
of gear facing. This last issue is important for
manufacturing a multi-flow gear train, for exam-
ple,in manufacturing planetary reducers, where
torque to be transmitted is splitting all two or
more flows.

However, the principal di advantage of gear
bobbing operations is that usually only cluster
gears with long enough necks can be hobbed.
Increasing length l of a neck: increases a cluster
gear's axial size. and thus increases the weight of
the gear cluster itself. It also increases the weight
of gear shafts and gear housings. In the case of
1=l"'ill , size L could be significantly reduced to
L"'il! (Fig. 2), This size reduction corresponds to a
reduction of size and weight in a car transmission .
The example above (Fig. 2.1) is taken from



ing methods of hobbing clustergears with the
shortest neck, i.e, cluster gears with l=lmill '

In the paper, notation of parameters recom-
mended by ANSYAGMA (Ref. I) is used.

Literary Survey
A few directions of hob feed are recognized.

Downward feed direction (in conventional gear
bobbing) and upward feed direction (in climb
gear bobbing) are mostly used.

The reduction of total hob travel distance
leads to a reduction of total gear bobbing time
and is widely recognized. The parameters IQfII
gear to be machined are given anda gear manu-
facturer cannot change them. Gear manufacturers
cannot reduce gear face width. A total hob travel
distance can. be reduced if one gets to know the
shortest allowedlength of approach distance and
the shortest allowed hob idle distance, In this
paper, the shortest allowed hob idle distance is
considered ..

A hob rotates about its axis (Fig. 3), with a
constant angular velocity wh• Simultaneously, the
hob moves along the work axis in the feed direc-
tion (or in the opposite direction in a convention-
a] gear hobbing operation).

Cutter total travel distance AD (Fig .. 3) is
equal to the sum of the hob approach distance
AB, [ace width Be,. and hob idle distance (or hob
overrun) CD.

The hob approach is the distance that the hob
has to travel parallel to the gear axis, frOIDthe
point of initial contact between the hob and the
point where center distance reaches the first gear
face (at the point B). TIle hob approach distance
can be computed by knowing the appropriate for-
mula, which is available in Reference 4.

The gear [ace width is indicated on the part
print. Its length cannot be changed by gear man-
ufacturers.

The hob idle di lance, a distance required to
complete generating of the entice set of gear teeth,
is the linear hob carriage travel beyond the sec-
ond gear face C.

There is no complete understanding of what
the hob idle distance exactly is and how to compute
it minimally, allowing length for hobbing a given
cluster gear. For example, in accordance with rec-
ommendations given by hob manufacturer FEllE
GmbH: "No idle distance, except for a afety
allowance, is required for straight teeth" (Ref. 4).
lmpact of the Hob Idle Distance OD Axial Size

of a Robbed Cluster Gear
The length.of the hob idle distance is not equal

to the length of the hob approach distance (Fig. 4).
www.p.ow.erl.ran.smiss.ion·.com

Figure 3-Kinelllatics of climb hoMing of all
involute gear.

Figure 4-Comparisoll. of length of tile hob
approach distance E CllId of the hob idle distallce U.

Length of the hob approach distance is equal
to the height of the highest point, BI' on the pen-
etration curve above the horizontal plane through
the center distance-through the intersection of
the cutter and gear axes (Fig. 4). When the hob is
away from the upper face of the gear, the pene-
trationcurve intersects the upper face at points C[
and C2• This makes it evident that the length of
the hob idle distance U is always shorter than the
length of the bob approach distance E. In order to
reduce axial size, bobbing cluster gears usually
starts from the open end, where there is enough
room for hob approach distance, and finishes at
the opposite end, where there is a lack of space
for the hob.

The hob idle distance U affects the axial size

~D,r"Stel!hen P.
!R.adzevich
is a professor a/mechanical
engineering, formerly with
Kiev Polyiechnic Institute in
Ukraine. He received a
Master 0/ Science in 1976, a
PIr.D. in ./982 and a Doctor
ofEngineering Sciences in
1991-a1l in mechanical engi-
neering. Radzevich developed
numerous software packages
dealing with CAD ana CAM
a/precise gear finishing for a
variety 0/ indus/rial sponsors.
His main research interest is
kinematical geometry 0/
sculptured surface machin-
ing. particularly with a focus
Ofl design and machining
(finishing) of'precise gears.
He has written 28 books,

of a hobbed cluster gear and 8. hobbed shoulder-
gear as well, When a longer idle distance U is
required, a longer cluster gear neck {",In is neces-
sary, and jhe axial size of the cluster gear
becomes larger and vice versa (Fig. 4). As is evi-
dent in Figure 4, the minimal length of a cluster
gear neck {mill depends on the hob idle distance U,
i.e. i"';11 = i"'in (U).

To cut gear hobbing time and minimize the
axial length of a cluster gear, the hob idle distance
must be as short as possible. At the same time, the
length of the hob idle distance must be sufficient over 250 scientific papers.
tor completing generation of the entire gear tooth and received over 150
surface. As mentioned above, in gear hobbing patents in the field.
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Figure 5 The auxiliary phatltom rack Ras an
enveloping surface to consecutive position's of the
tooth surface of the gear to be maclJined~

Fiirur:e6-Devwtion of an actual gear tooth sur-
/acejr:om tl,edesired gear tooth surface caused by
lack of the hob idle ,distance.

enhanced and developed here, A numerical exam-
ple is also provided.

Impact Of.9 Gear Hob-Setting An,gle on the
Hob Idle Distance

It is convenient to evaluate tile impact of a
gear hob-setting angle on the hob idle di tanee by
considering a simple degenerated case, like when
the hob-setting angle ~h is equal 10 zem (~h; D°),
111rnachi n:inga spurgear ..this occurs when ~h = 0°,
the crossed-axes angle k,. i.e. the angle that makes
axes of the gear 0 g and of the hob 0/1' is equal to
a right angle (L ; 90°),

For climb hobbing (Fig. 7.1), the hob idle
distance U is measured from the upper face of the
gear to be machined, Generating the gear tooth
profile with the hob begins the instant that straight
generatrix E/') of the recessing flank: of the hob
tooth profile in its horizontal position reaches the
lower face of the work (Fig. 7.2). When the hob
travel distance exceeds the length II = db,h (here
db.h is the hob base diameter), the opposite flank
of the hob tooth profile enters the gear profile. In
this case, both flanks of the gear tooth are gener-
ated simultaneously. Generating the gear tooth:
profile accomplishes this in an instant, when the
slrilight generatrix EtJ

) of the opposite Hank (of
the approaching flank) of the hob tooth in its hor-
izontal position reaches the upper face of the work
(Fig. 7.2). In the case under consideration. the
length of the hob idle distance U is equal to half a
base diameter of the hob, i.e U = D.5db.h . This is
the shortest allowedhob idle distance. To accom-
plish the generation of the gear tooth profile, it is
required that the cutter travel distance is equal to
or exceeds L 2:. Fll + db.h . It is important to point
out here that the shortest allowed hob idle distance

operations, the gear blank. is rotating around its
axis Og with a constant angular velocity rog• The
auxiliary phantom rack R is traveling with a con-
stant speed V . The velocities eo and V are syn-r g,.

chronized in the manner that the auxiliary rack R could not be less than O.5db.l! •

p.itch surface Wr is rolling without sliding over The above approach (Fig. 7.2) can be utilized
the gear pitch cylinder of radius Rw.g • For machin- when the gear hob-setting angle is not equal to
ing the entire length of the gear, it is required that zero and this angle is positive. In this case, the
the gear hob generates the auxiliary rack R of straight generatriees Eia) and E2(') (Fig. 7.3) are
width F, that is equal to or exceeds width Fg of similar to the straight generatrices E/a) and Et)
the gear to be machined (Fig. 5). :inFigure 7.2, additionally shifted Oil the distance

A lack of length of the hob idle distance au B relative to each other along the gear axis. The
causes deviation of the actual tooth surface from value of the parameter B, depends on the length of
its desirable shape (Fig. 6). The length of au the gear tooth profile-generating zone and on the
depends only on the relative location of the gear gear hob-setting angle. This question is explained
hob in the axial direction of the gear to be in more detail below. Distance 3 increases the
machined .. It does not depend on hob diameter, length of thehob idle distance U and the total hob
while maximal deviation S* of the actual gear travel distance, which is necessary for accom-
tooth surface from the nominal gear tooth surface plishing the generation of the gear tooth profile.
does. It is evident that, in general. Figure 7..3 pro-

The initial solution to the problem is vides us only with qualitative results. It cannot be
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motion. First of all, the axis of rotation of a cylin-

drical. hob is parallel. to the auxiliary rack pitch sur-
face Wr• Secondly, orientation of the hob axis of

rotation may vary relative to the pitch plane Wr
(Fig, 8).

The idea of the gear hob- erring angle ~h can
be traced back to a publication by 13, Buckingham
(Ref. 2).

The auxiliary rack tooth makes an angle 'Ilr
with the gear axis Og . Very oftea, thi angle is
called the auxiliary rack pitch helix angle (Ref. 1)..

The gear hobaxis of rotation intersects the center
distance C. In Figure 8, the center distance is depict-
ed as a point C of intersection of the center distance

and of the auxiliary rack. pitch surface Wr•

The straight line °Oh (parallel to the plane sur-
face Wr) through the point C is orthogonal to the
auxiliary rack tooih, For a spur gear, it is parallel

lathe gear face, The gear hob axis of rotation

makes a certain angle with the straight line °DiJ .
The gear hob axl of rotation +Oh makes a positive

.angle + Sh > 00 W.ilh the straight line aDII• The gear
hob axis -0Il m.akes a. negative angle -t;;b < 0° with
the arne straight line 00" .

We suggest naming the angle 'hthe gear hob- FigrlT"tJ 8 Front view 011 tile auxiliary plum tom
setting angle (Ref. 7). It is necessary to stre here rack R 0/ allillllolute J,ob (see Fig. 5). -
that the gear hob-setting angle ~h is a parameter of crossed-axis angle .I= 900 isknown. In this case,
a hob design. Its value doe- not have to equal the the gear hob-setting angle is equal to zero (Fig.

value of the gear hob lead angle I..h = 90°_ \II" . 9.2). The same method can be applied to hobbing a
However, due to the restriction explained below, the helical gear. ~n the last case, the value of the
difference between the angles ~h and Allcannot be era sed-axis angle. can be computed bythe formula

signifieant. The equality ~h :::: A.h mayor may not I:::: 900
_ \lIg •

take place, For example (Fig. 9), the arne spur Finally, an involute gear can be machined
gear with a given parameter of its design can be with a hob with negative hob-setting angle: ~h -c 0°
machined with a few gear hobs of various hob-set- (Fig. 9.3).Inthi ca e, cro sed-axi . angle I = 90°

ting angles ~h' but with the arne hand of hob lead + ~h exceeds 90°. It i important to stress that such
angles. an opportunity for gear bobbing operation exists

Usually. the gear hob- etting angle is positive mostly theoretically. The top cutting edge of a gear

(~h > 0°) and i approximately equal to the hob hob tooth with negative hob- etting angle 'h
lead angle A.n. In thl ca e, cro ed-axisangl.e.I::::: become 100 shOI1 or has negative length. For this

900-'h i .les than 90° (Fig. 9. I). reason, the gear hob with 'h < 0° does not have a
The method of pur gear hobbing with right wide application in contemporary manufacturing
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applied for computing the length of the hob idle

distance in quantities.

Wlten reducing the axial length of a duster
gear ,or hobbing an involute gear with any given

value of pitch helix angle 'Ils it is preferable to
design something that enables a crossed-axes

angle ~= 90° with a gear hob. To continue the
analysis, it is required to clearly understand the

gear hob-setting angle 'h'
While generating the ma.chining surface of a

gear .lilOb,the auxiliary rack R performs a screw

motion with the hob axis as the axis of the screw

FiglU'e 7-The ,impact of gear Ilob.settblg angle o.n:
the lengll, 0/ the ',ob idle distance in climb 110bbing
o/illvolute gears.

-I



be considered as two completely different param-

eters of the design of the gear hob. In orne cases,

the parameters of a gear hob design, Ah, and ~"
can be equal (or almost equal) to each other. In
general, this requirement is not mandatory. In the

example above (Fig. 9) the hand of the gear hob

lead angle All remains the same for all three cases,
and for all of the ecases it is positi ve (Ah > 0").
However, the value of the lead angle A.1/ for each
of ,the three cases does Clot remain the same. The

hob-selling angle ~h also can vary ..It can be pos-
itive (Fig. 9.1), equal to zero (Fig. 9.2), or even

negative (Fig. 9.3) as well. Under such a varia-

tion, the value of the lead angle Ah also varies, but
its hand remains the same. The sjgn of the lead

angle Aiz does not change.

Detennining Parameters ora. Gear Hob for'
Machining the Shortest Cluster Gear
Gear hob outside diameter is the most critical

issue in mach:in:ing a cIustergear with the hob when
the crossed-axes angle L = 90°. Usually, a gear hob
outside diameter D(),h can be expressed as: DO.I!:;:: 2
(AB + Be + COh) (Fig. 10). This formula yields an
expression for Do.h which is explained further in
Equation 1 in the box: on page 49.

In Equation I, whole tooth depth is desig-
nated as h/ (Ref. I).

Aiming for II reduction of size and weight of
II car transmission. the portion BC of the hob

outside diameter has 10 be eliminated. It is
required thai BC = 0.. Under such an assumption,
Equation I reduces to a formula shown as
Equation 2 in the box.

Hob base diameter db,h can be computed
from the formula (Refs. 7. 9 and JO) shown in
Equation 3 in the box; note that:
In is the gear hob modulus;Figure l1-Vrlfolded section oft"e gearill Figure 6

by tile pilell cylinder of diameter d thaJ is eo-axial to Zh is the number of the gear hob starts;
the gear. Letters "a,", "c" ,amj' "d" i,l Figur:e (} cor- 'lPn is the gear hob normal pressure angle.
respon.dto'the same points ill Figure 11. Further reduction of the hob outside diarne-

of gears. ter D 0.11 Is restricted with the necessity of satisfy-
For machining a spur gear. it is required to ing the first condition of part surface generation

maintain the gear hob-setting angle Sil = 0.0 '(Fig. (Ref. 8). In cases, D ().II < 2111 + d
b

.
1I

' first necessary
9) . .In this case, the gear hob helix angle becomes condition of proper part surface generation is not
very small, \jill approaching 0°. However, the satisfied. and thus, the gear tooth cannot be

angle "'II remains positive (\If" > 0°). machined in accordance to the gear drawing.
For machining a helical gear with a certain Figure 10 reveals that for the cases of right

helix angle \jig. It is required to maintain the gear crossed-axis angle 1: =90D, length I of tile cluster

bob-setting angle ~,,= -'I'g' In both cases, this gear neck can be calculated from the formula in
yields the cross-axis angle 1: = 900

• The difference Equation 4.

('VII - 'Vg) is equal to 0.°, The hand of the gear .110b In Equation 4:

start is opposite to the band of the gear start. D .isthe outside diameter of the cluster gear's
0·8

Figure 9 clearly illustrates that the hob lead larger gear, i.e, of the shoulder (see Fig. 10);

angle All' and the gear hob-setting angle ~II have to d! is the form diameter of the cluster gear's
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0""J' 10 be M eehined

0 .... Hob OcotHob ~. <0' a_Hob~. >0'

). 2. 3.

Figure 9-Relative onentationof tile spur gear to be machined and of the gear
hob willi. tile gear hob-setting angle ~" I-positive, 2-eq.ual to zero,alld 3-negative.

D•.• Diameter du

Figure .to-Computing milJimal cluster gear axial
length.
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mailer gear, i.e. of tile pillion ( ee Fig. HI)..

In a11 cases when d, + D I .s D • length I,.p 0.' o.g
of the cluster gear neck is equal to .I ;;;; O.5(du +
Do.h)·

The results yield the resultant formula for l,
shown in Equation 5.

To ensure right crossed-axe . angle .I = 90°.
the gear hob- euing angle is a signed equal to the
gear helix angle, but with the opposite sign, Le,'h= - \jig' For computing the minimal! length [min

of the gear cluster, .it is required (0 resolve the set
of two equations with two unknowns:

~ =0 and at = 0
aZh (hp"

Equation 5 yields both of these equations.

The number of gear hob start Zh' calculated from
the above set of two equations, usually isa frac-
tion. It is required 10 approximate it to the nearest
integer number, and afterwards 10 recalculate the
final value of the corresponding hob norma] pres-

sure angle '¢l".In cases where the calculated value
of Zh is close to mid-interval of two consequent
integer numbers. it is required to recalculate the

value of the corresponding hob pres ure angle for
both cases. Afterwards. il..i neee sary to elect
thai. value which ensuresa longer gear hobtop

cutting edge.

Another way for computing t",;n could be
developed. The num.ber of start Z" of a gear hob
could be as igned several consequent integer val-

ue : Zh = I. Zh = 2. and so 011. urthennore,it i
required to re olve the equation

EQ'UAliIONS

(I)

(2)

d;;; /1I,Zh 'cosq,,,
. b.1I J ' ,J- cos- -: cos-Sh

(3)

(5)

-[8 J·coscP.· mnl!'. + Jrs J' ·(cos~.)' . (11Inl!'.)' -[to]' -(~~:!J-2 ·R. 'IS1]
/\V(ol= (6)

co 'V.

J2 . .R ·[b]
fW(o) ~ p

cos\jJ'p (7)

(8)

lsin 2 ~_ + tan ~SI.,tamv h.h ;;;;-'!V_---'..::,, __ --=..:.:...
cos~.

(9)iJJ
--=0

d¢lII

for each integer value of Zh . Finally. it i required
to elect the smallest possible ZIJ . b is al 0

stronglypreferred that the difference between the

gear hobnormal pres ure angle ¢l'"and the hob
normal pressure angle would bethe mallest po -
sible, This results in the longest top cutting edge
of the hob.

Impact. of Tolerance on Length of the Hob
Idle Distance

Figure II shows the unfolded ection of the
gear (Fig. 6) by the pitch cylinder of diameter d,
which is co-axial 10 (he gear. Points A, C, and D
in Figure 6 eorrcspoad to the arne points A, C,
and B as in Figure II.

IIIorder to complete thegeneration of a per-
feet gear tooth in its longitudinal direction, it is
required that the gear hob overrun would be

equal to or wouidexeeed the hob idle di lance U.
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( 13)

3·5 ,c0514.5"
d.h h =J.. . = 44.623 mm

.1-cos214.5 C05
2 12.4"

(10)

tan = Jsin
1

14.S'+lan
l

12.4' =0.344 '''h.h = tan·'(O.344) = 18.992 (II),
IJIH 1:0814.5" "t'

\Ill. = tan-1(.!!..... tamp hh) = tan-l(~. 0.344) = 28.365'
db.II 44.623

(12)

R. == R ;;; ,.170
2

- 44 ..623
2

0..344 = 78.025 111m
p I.h 2 sin 28.365' sin 14.5°
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The hob overrun must not be less than the hob
idle distance U. In cases where the actual hob idle
distance is shorter than or equal to U.the actual

longitudinal profile AD of the gear tooth deviates
from its desirable l.ongitudinaJprofile AC
(Fig. 11). Maximal deviation occurs at the point

D. at which deviation is equal toS. It is required
that the maximal deviation 0, does not exceed tol-

erance [0] on the gear tooth accuracy. The length
AU depends on the relative location of the work

and on the involute hob in axial direction of the

work.
Incorporating a tolerance on gear tooth lon-

gitudinal profile yields a, significant reduction of

the length of the required gear hob idle distance.

Analysis of Figure 1i yields a formula for com-

putation of the allowed shortening of the hob idle
distance that is shown in Equation 6.

For engineering computation, a simplified

approximate formula is valid and presented in
Equation 7.

In that equation, Rp;;;;; R l.h is the first princi-
ple radius of curvature of the machining surface

of the involute hob.
]t is already proven (Refs. 9, 10) that the

value of the first principle radius of the machining
surface of the involute hob can be computed, The

computation method i explained in Equation 8.

Base helix angle 'V'b.h call be calculated from
the formula laid out in Equation 9.

For example, for the left-hand involute gear
hob of modulus m =. 3 rnm with pitch diameter d
= 70 mm, normal profile angle ,an;;;;; 14,30°,. num-

ber of starts Z" = 5, and hob-setting angle /;,,,=
12.4 0

, one can compute the hob base diameter by
using the formula in Equation 10.

The hob base helix angle is equal to two for-
mulas listed in Equation 11,

The hob helix angle (Ref. 6) can be found in

Equation 12.
The above results yield a final calculation

shown in Equation 13.
That result yields U = 28.47l rnm, In the case,

with the tolerance equal to 0= OJ mm, one can
compute that t!.U ::: 4.561 mm •.and therefore the

actual hob idle distance required for perfect invo-
lute gear tooth profile generating is equal to U" :::
28.47]-3.949;::: 23.910 mm. Hob idle distance U*
= 23.910 mm is 19.1 % shorter than Lhe hob idle
distance U = 28.471 mm, This reduces the length

of the hob idle distance that leads to corresponding
reduction of the size and weight of a cluster gear
and of the gear train hen ing as well.

Conclusions
Methods of analytical mechanics of gears are

applied to determine the exact minimal axial

length of 3. cluster gear 1'OIr conventional and
climb hobbing of spur and helical gears. The
results reponed in the paper allow users to cut

bobbing time and to reduce the size and weight of
a gear train and its housing. The approach is espe-

cially important for applying the multi-start hob

of small diameter. A similar approach can be util-
ized for bobbing of a non-involute profile, for

instance, while machining splines, sprocket.
ratchets, etc. The results presented might be

incorporated as a part into software for CNC hob-

bing machines. 0
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g!es@JM"",eat.C04!\
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in!'o@prasrita'.com

jhertl@procusg •• r,CQm

Dles@P.I!IdyttmJ!!1i sioos,c,am

ules@l'Iyclrplr,cOftl

sales@tru··vo·lut •. co!!!
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gaUenco@msn.com
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www.gleason.com.
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www·GI.III!!co·.COI!!

www.gl.flck •. COlll

·www.inscocorp.com

www.im.rstIltaloolcor.com

www,jrminlematianal..eom

·www.koroind.com

www.ma1]loss.com

www.nilgarag .. r.com

www.pula.com

www.plecisiangaulCo.com

www.presrite.com

www.proceng .... com
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• PR.ODUCTNEWS _

Products ter the Gear' IllndlUstry

New IHalFmonic Drive Gearing
C·,m -n-nts fr· -H-I-DS tD_po_e om y.s ems
The CSD Series Size 40 From HD

System delivers low backlash, • arc-
minute positional ac-curacy and +/-5
arc econd repeatability.

Wi.lhouter diameters of 135 mrn, the

gearing components are 27 mmin
length ..The rated torqueis 1,825 in-Ibs.

and maximum torque is 6,160 in.-lb .
This series is available in gear ratios of
50, 1.00and 160:1

For more information, contact HD
Systems of Hauppauge, NY, by tele-
phone at (800) 321-4374 or on the
Internet at www.HDSI.net ..

New Riglht Angle Gearmotors
from B,ison

The right angle. hollow shaft gear-
motor line from Bison Gear &

Engineering has several mounting con-

Three AC motor options and four DC
motor options span a horsepower range
from 1/8-1/4 horsepower. Gear ratios
range from 5:1-60: I.

The motors run at 1.800 rpm for low
noise and low temperature risco

For more information, contact Bison
Gear & Engineering of St. Charles, ]L,
by telephone at (800) 282-4766 or on
the Internet at wWI1:bisongear;com.

N'ew PlanetliliV Gearhea.ds from
ZF Gireat B:ritain

The POE planetary gearheads from

ZF Great Britain are compatible with
any machine equipped with AC or DC
ervornotor applications. according to

the company's pre s relea e,

The gear head offer low weight and
noi. e, a small size. and up 10 97% effi-
ciency. Positioning accuracy and relia-

bility are a result of the 10 arc-minute

backlash design and even load distri-
bution between three planetary gears.

The design includes hardened' and

Spur Pinionsfmm Trogetec
The minimal-sized epitrochoid

(epicycloid) spur pinions from Trogetec
are designed for partial conjugacy inter-
nal mesh with roller wheels.

Adaptable to many gearing applica-
tions, the pinion are U ed in parallel
shaft drives, planetarie , . tar gearing,

andcyclos.
According to. the company's press

release, blanks are CNC CUI in seven-
gage stock to +/-.0.003" tolerances rela-
tive to the applicable nominal contour.

or more Information, contact
Trogetec Inc. of Riverton, WY, by tele-
phone at (307) 856-0579 or bye-mail at
sale:S@lrogetec.com.

Servo,IGearheads,from
N'eugartUSA

The P S series of in-line planetary
servo gearheads from Neugart SA is
de igned for .Iow backla h and opti-
mized with gearing machined 10 high
precision, hardened and honed.

According to the company's press

release. the low backlash will not
increase during the unit's lifetime and
rhe gearheads have the highest torque

figurations, including 'base, end, side optimized gearing geometry and bear- density in the industry. The company
flange. 'haft mountand pilot. ings .. Nominal service life is typically adds the gearheads are suitable for all

Shaft options. include a 3-4" hollow, 10,000 hours. Grease is used as a lubri- mounting positions without modi fica-
along with double and single extension cant instead of oil, and therefore the lion. The gearheads' high stiffness
3/4".5/8" and 1/2" diameter shaft w.ith gearheads can be mounted flexibly in reduces the chances of lost motion.

keys, any orientation on a machine, Additional options include a solid free
According to the company's press For more information. contact ZF output haft, fOOL mounting pfale, hous-

relea e, the gearmotors all have ball Great Britain of Nottingham, U.K.. by ing mount option and spline output shaft.
bearing and are lubricated with syn- e-mail at rob.pearson@.if-grollp.co.uk For more information, contact
thetie oi] for maximum efficiency, or oniine at wl....~qJ-group.co.uk. Neugart USA of Bethel Park, PA. !by
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telephone at (412) 835-41.54 or by e-
mail at sales@nellgartllsa.com.

Surface Roughness Testier fmm
MitutlDYD

The Surftest S]-301. from Minnoyo
integrates features from bench-lop sur-
face roughness [ester into a portable
instrument.

The tester uses memory cards to store
measuring conditions, measured data and
tali ticalresults, With a differential induc-

tance detection. a dedicated processor
including statisticalprocc s control (SPC)
functions, plus a large display and built-in
high peed thenna! printer, the tester
makes it possible to conduct comprehen-
sive measurements anywhere in the plant

With a derectcr/drive unit and dis-
play unit, the tester can measure 36 SIlI-

face roughness parameters. according 10

the company's press release.
1'0; more information, contact

Millitoyo America Corp. of Aurora. [L.
by telephone at (630) 978-5385 or by e-
mail at illja@mitllto),o.com.

Updated eNC H'obbingllMachines
hom Bourn & Kloch

Th.e 200 H. and 400 H model CNC
bobbing machines from Bourn & Koch
Machine Tool Co. have been updated ..

According to the company's press
release, new featuresmclude a 7-axis
CNC control. an added hob swivel and
tailsrock, a standard full enclosure. a
Hal-screen C C control panel and a
rede igned hob swivel and slide assem-
bly. The standard version requires no
hydraulics.

or more information, contact Bourn
& Koch of Rockford, IL. bYlelephone
at (815) 965-40]3 or on the Iaternet at
WU'l1.·. bou rn-kach.cam ,

Tell Us What You Think ...
Visit www.gellttechnology.comto
• Rate this column
• Mike I suggestion
Or call 18171437"'111"'111 en at 011' ediIors!
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Ultra IPreciise Hobs USSIELL.
OliBROOK&

HENDERSON,IIINC.

Accu!'l!ty Class: AM AA.A
Materials: Carbide/Brldge/HSS

Te~hnology: DIY/High Speed/Hard Hobblng
Range: 10 - 500 Djamet,rat Pilch

STOCK.AVAILAB.lE
17-17 Rout. 2QS N.n~. F"r I••wn. N." J.... y 07410
Telephone: 201-796·5445 Fax: .201·796·5664
.I M£M!U Of OCu\:!iAWARA GtlOlJ,I

Visit cur website at: iIIttp:/lwww.tru· ...olute.com
---- -- --

SEE. US AT IG,EAR EXPO 2003 BOOTIHI # 313

Itls FAST, EASY and FREE
www.geartechnology.com!mag!equal.htm
or fill out the card bound in this magazine.
• Our circulation is independently audited once per

year to make sure we reach the gear industry.
• Please take a few moments to make sure we

have your current information on file.

mailto:sales@nellgartllsa.com.
http://www.gellttechnology.comto
http://Iwww.ge,artechnu.fugy.cum
http://www.geartechnology.com!mag!equal.htm
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SERVICE

GEAR CUTTING
• precision • affordability • value I

Precision gear culling services available
as per customer's drawings & specifica-
liens at competitive rates per AGMA
STANDARDS.

TnlE DP D.IA,lin\'
Straight Bevel 72-2 0.25-21
Spiral Bevel 7.2-3 0.25-21
Helical Bevel 50-6 0.25-5

I

Spur & Helical
I

50-3

I

0.25-32
Worm Wheel 50--3 0.5-20
'Micron 76--25 0..25-.2

I contact us for a detailed product brochure

ACCUSPilRALS
Call our local representative:
Contact: Mr. Amar Pai
Ph: 925-285-3926 Fax: 425·952·9914
Email: amar.pai@agileitpartners.com

www.8ccuspiral's .•com

Ill/lows IJattJEr.CDImsn
D.E.M.

Gear Hobbers, FellowsShapers, Grinders,
HOB Checkers, Shaper Cutter Checkers,

Inspection Systems and lead
& InvoluteMasters

REMAllUFAC:nJRlNQ/1IET1IOFIi1TIIIG
Barber-Golman Hobbers, Fellows Shapers
and Roter-TechnologyInspectionSystems

!P~ERVICE
• Bourn & Koch, Fellows, Barber-Colman,

Roto-Technology, Ferguson, J & L
• RecaHbralion 01 Your Gear Inspection

System,Lead & Involute Masters
• Gear Inspection & Hob Sharpening

laKI~g~~~
2500 Kishwaukee Slreel RockfOrd. IL 61 104

phone 8151965-4013 fa>< 8151965·0019
www.boum·koch.c;om boumkochOwoi'klnel./rtlr.el

(600)922·8808 Springfield. vr Office

- -

PRECISIO'N GROUND, GEARS
• SpUJ, Helical and Pump

Gears fa AGMA Class 15
• Featuring the latest grinding

and CNC technology including:
• Reishauer !Rl300E Electronic

Gear Grinders
'. Gleason TAG 400 eNC, a·axis

High Production Gear Grinder
• Full CNC Multi-axis Cylindrical

Grinding (Internal and External)
• High Performance eNC Hobbing

• Continuous Process Improvement
Utilizing SPC and Quality Planning

• JIT Delivery using Innovative
Siocking Programs

800447·2392
IFax:7t6-874-9003
www.niagaragear.com
email:infoOntagaragear.com

AileI'! Adams Shaper Services, Inc
Servic'ing FeUows Gear Shapers

• On·Sile Service: Emergency &. Scheduled
• Technical Support viI!: Telephone, F.ax, or E·mail
• Parts: New and/of used
• Hydroslatic Guides: New and Repair Service
o Retr,ofits: Counters. Se NOS, eNC axist axes]
o Training: Operator, Set Up &. Maintenance
• P'revgnlive Maintenance IPlans: Customized to
YourNeeds.

Allen Adams Shaper Services Inc. is comprised
of all former Fellows employees. Between us,
we have the knowledge and capability to support
all models of Fellows shapers from the oldest. to
the newest eN C and Hyd rostroka rnachines.
Please consider us lor all of your Shaper needs.

I Telephone: 802·259-2937
Fax.: 802-259·3937
E-mail: adams@v8!1l1ontel.net

• CONTRACT METROLOGY SERVICES
• CURVIC COUPLING GRINDING

& INSPECTION

• !lEVEL & CYLINDRICAL
DEIIELOPMENTS & PROTOTYPES

• APPLICATION ENGINEERING
SUPPORT & DESIGN SERVICES

• HEAT TREATMENT

SPECIALIZED 'GEAR SERVICES

The Gleason Wo~ks
1000 University Ave.., P.O. Box 229701

Rochester, NY'14692:-297Cl U.SA
Phone: 5851473-1000

!Fax: 5851461-4348
E·mail: saJes@gleason.com

www.gleason.com

I

NACHI MACHINING TECHNOLOGY CO.

Now offering: the following services 'for:
Broaching Machin ••

Gear ,Shaving Machines,
Rack Rolling: Machines

• Repair Services in-plant
• Redesign & Retool
• Replacement Parts for Red Ring,

National Broach and Nachi Products
• Repair Services for most gear and

spline-making machines

Contact
service@nachimlc.com

ph: 586.263.0100
fx: 586.263.4571

www.nachimtc.com
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I SERVICE

HOB SHARPENING
(163) 425-5241* THIN FILM COATINGS' *

HSS & Carbide up to 5" Oia.
Straight Gash,

Sharpened '& Inspected
Per .AGMA STANDARDS

Quick Turnaround

KORO SH~RPENING S'ERVICE
9530 - 85TH AVIENUE NO.

MAPLE GROVE, MN 55369
info@koroind.com

Hil:GiH PRODUCT :ON

GEAR SLANKIING

• SOLin FORGED

• RING GEARS
'.' FO.RGEO' GEAR SHAfTS

'ivi'OSEY
IMANU FACTUBING
leo' MI IP A INY, I IN C.

ISO '9002:94/0,8
9000-S8 !Registered

262 Fort Wayne Ave' Richmond, IN 47374
Phone: 765-983-8800 '. Fax: 765-983-8736

www.moseymanufacturing.com
Email: .samoseyOaol.com

"GROUND 'GEARS
..;;..<v~HOHJER HE\JX 400 CNe GE.&;R GRINIlE.R

• PrBCISlOn Groun.d Spur or Helical Gears up
to 16 Inches Ul Drameter, AchleYlng and
Exceeding AGMA Class 12 Quality

• Prototype to Medium Production Quantities

• Hofler ZP350 AnalytJc.ai Gear Analyzer to
Insure Quality

4884 Stenstrom Road, Rock1ord. IL 61109
Phone: (815)874-3948. Fax (815)874-3817'

www:raycargear.com
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Jo"" ,
! I:. \ ,Induction H1alrdening

Specisillists in Tooth by 100t.11I
IContour Hardening of Ilnt,ernal
Spur, helie.at and.bevel ge.ars
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 5 N!ATCO submerged
process machines and 5 AJAX
CNC-controll'ed gear scanning
machines. Tooth by tooth gealr
hardening from .'SOP-WOP, up to
15 tons, 200,"diameter.

Ameriican Metall Treating ICompany
ICleveland, Obio

Ph.Dnu: 12'6,) 431-4492 -IFa.I(: (216) 431-1508
Web: www.americanmelaltrelllillg.com

E·mail: broce@americBllmatal.rrealing.com

Breakdown Service Av,ai,lable

• IGear cuttinglf1iom raw
materia'llo,linished Iparts

• Groundl tooth Igears and
pinions to 11IH? and! up 10
A.G.MA qUlllity class U I

moo ,. Ill_II DJ':
.. MI __ :IizII ..... 1

sp.;s ••"
H81t~11 6'11$

Spur.l Helical GD!!!r5,

C,own H.bb.d

1IIa.__ ..... :... 110.. _
14' IrP.D lOP
24' IX RD. I D.P.

U' 11'P.D. ID.P.
S" lIIO'P.D 1·I/4D.P.
I~ IXP.D. I DP.
I'- 3rP.D 2DP

" BROACH SHARPENING

• HOB SHARPENING

• SHAVING CUTTER: GRINDING

• THIN iFlLM COAliNG

• CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERVICE

PICK UP AND DELIVERY IN MANY AREAS

G'leason CUtti'ngl Tools,
COR P 0 R AT Co N

13511Windsor Road
loves Park, IL 61111 !USA

Phone: ·8,15·877-8900
IlFaxJ815-077-0264

Website.:www.gleason.com
E-Mail: .gctc@gleason.com

_ MfDW • .,. DEJI_I'!!' 'CD!'IJO .•
~!;!III1!M~~

2182 E. Aurora Rd. Dlpl MG-, fw.insburg 0 H 1408"
Phune:1330) 425-4419 • iFax: 13301425-1600

www.mwgear.como E-mail:sales@mwlI~

WHEN IT HAS TO BE RIGHT

I Custom 'G.earServices Since 1946

1S().i9001

1580' Progr8l.s Dr., Richmond, IN 47374
Tel'.: (7,65) 935 -7424 • Fax: (765) 935·7631

• Gear Grinding 10 94'· •
• Industriall Gears to 250,":=~~~~:;rGears
• Gear !Metrology
• :SlOCk P,lanetary SpeeclIRe(h.!cerS .

£lE;.l~lIQ) ...~ .r;LEF.A~ "'1

r;;::rr;...
~I

Sharlpenin'gl Se.rviice'
for hobs" milling cutters

shaper 'cutte's, shaving cutters.

1tGOLDSTARCOAnNGS
52.0,0,Prairie SIOM Pllnrway. Sulls, 1DD

Koffman IEstal." Il60192
Tel..: (8471649 -1450 •. Fu: (6471 649-'01'12

203-3 W.M ·55, West Branch, MI 48661
1~-888·RlIshal\P 1-888·737-4.277

Jel'.: (989) 345.a865 • Fax: (989) 345·5660

www.;nfflnt •• fltoo/cor.com
lal: 216-671-1011 • Flue: 216-671·5431

t-"-1
INTERSTATE TOOL COIRP.

ClJEVEe O'HIIO

CUSTOM ENGINEERED &
MANUFACTURED CUITING roOLS

ESTABLISHED 1960

FORM REUEVED II PROFILE GROUND
MIWNG tUnERS

SEA'R SHAPER I SHAVING CUTTERS
ALL CLASSES OF HOBS

HSS. SOLID CAJIBIDE & CARBIDE TIPPED

WHETHER YOU NEED NEW TOOlS,
MODIFICATIONS, RESHAAPENING,
REPAIRS OR M&M INSPECTIONS,

CONTACT US fORA QUOTE TODAY!

mailto:info@koroind.com
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http://www.americanmelaltrelllillg.com
mailto:broce@americBllmatal.rrealing.com
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• AIDIDENDiUM-- _

TOI C,!llimlbA MOlunl'tainl,
A R,alilllrlQ1ad Ne,eld,s G'ears

ecently, the Addendum learn
has taken a keen interest in a
Swiss mountain. Being the
Addendum team. we haven't

been interested in !h,is rocky, fissured
mountain for its natural majesty.

We've been interested in its geared
rail,way, il very steep geared railway.

The mountain is Mount Pilanrs, ill
central Switzerland, near Lake Lucerne.
The railway is the Pilatusbahn. It climbs
1,689 vertical meters at an average grade
of 42percellt and a maximum grade of
48 percent, Atthe higher grade,lhe rail-
way' cars ri e a1mo t one meter for
every I[WO meters run.

For cars to makeihe climb, the rail-

way uses a peeially designed Fa.ck and
cogwheel assembly. The design was so
special ASME International designated
the Pilatusbahn a historic mechanical

engineering landmark in September20011,
The design came from engineer

Eduard Locher of Zurich in the late ] 91h
century. His de..<;ignconsisted of a hori-
zontal double rack.

The rack is centered between 'the
raitl , with a et of rack teeth facing each
rail. Each et is engaged by a cog-.
wheel-a gear. A pair of these wheels is
moun led horizontally under each of the
railway's cars.

AI 0, each cogwheel has a flange on
its lower side. A horizontal disc, each
flange extend under the rack itself.Iock-
ing it to the rack.

Locher's design was special because
it clved problems thai had kept a rail-
way from being buill on Mount Pilajus,
In honoringlhe Pilant bahn as a land-
mark, ASME International researched
the history of the railway.

In that hi itory, a railway was pro-
posed in 1873 using a rack and cogwheel
design that had proven successful on

oilier mountains. Tile de ign also located
tile rack between the rails, but its cog-
wheel was mounted vertically under the
railwaycar, Driven by the car' locomo-
tive,lhe cogwheel rotated, in effect
climbing the rack.

Tile proposed raifway wasn'tpo i-
ble. Its track gauge, maximum grade (25
percent), and, passenger car with epa-
rate locomotives would've re ulted in a
railway some 8,000 meters long. wiJh
curves 1.00 large for Pilatus' terrain and
with rolling stock that was too heavy.

Also, Swiss authorities wouldn't per-
mit a Sleeper grade because they worried
high wind on Mount Pilatus would cause
me cogwheel t.o "climb om" of engage-
mefll wi!h t1le rack.

Locher's design solved those prob-
[em.

Mounted horizontally. his cogwheels
wouldn't climb out of their rack, even all
very steep grades. The cogwheel flanges
also helped prevent climb QUI. even in
high cross winds.

Other design differences lightened the
railway's rolling stock and made the IlIIOUIl-

tain route half as long as the 1873 route.
Construction of the railway started ill

April 1886. Operations started June 4,
1889.

More than 100 years later,the
Pilatu bahn is still running. The railway is
owned by PILATUS BAHNEN, a Swiss
tourism company located in Kriens,

The railway transports ani estimated
156,000 people every year up and down
Pilatus' south side.

The people vi it [he top of MOI1llI
Pilatus, where two hotels are located, to
view art exhibitions, take guided hiking
tours, or sunbathe on the hotels' patios in
summer and winter. They come 10 hold
conferencesand seminars in one of the
hotel .the Hotel. Kulm,

They also come for theexperience of

I's"a .
and !limbs 11,689 nrtl(allmelen la, 1M lop 01 Mant
p~'alus, The Sleep ,bmJl has a maximum grade 'Di 4&
peneal, ,or 21.6,d'egrees ..

I segmenl of lite Platusbahn"s 'raQ and cogwheell

IISsemllly is displayed lIS ,'', 'ouldoor s.cvIphlre at
~sllIII,.lhe raiwT,'S stalioll at !hi foot of Maar!
Natui. (IIIIoto' ,courtesy: 01ASMEIntemat_I,
riding the railway.

To cover I ,689 vertical meters, the
cars actually travel 4.594 meters of rail-
way. The ride up lakes 30 minutestthe
ride down takes 40. Cars climb at 7-12
kilometersper hour and, for safety rea-
son , descend at a. maximum of 9 kilo-
meters per hour.

Besides the moumalo's grade,
Locher's design solved !he problem of
Pilatus' winds. Those winds don't always
blow, but when they do: "They can go
easily over 100 kilometers an hour,"
says Andre Zimmermann, PILATUS
BA_H-'N£N's chief executive officer, Even
at ucb speeds, the railway can continue
to run-'The system is !hat safe." 0

Tell Us What You Think ...
Visit www.gellltKhnology.clHllto
• Rate this column
• Request more information

, • Contact the organizltions mentioned
• Make a suggastion
Or caU 1841l43Hi604 to talk to ODe of our
editors!
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Grind
with the
experts

Star~SU oHersa comprenenslve line of gear
finishing" grinding, and tool resiharpening
technology fora v8ri:ety of applicatiions.

Options that include on-the-machine, inspection,
automatic d!ressing or robotic automation are
available. Star-SU-off,ers economical sinqle
purpose or multiple purpose paokaqe solutions
depending on the appliication need.

W,itha I'ong history of manufacturing gear
cuttlnq tools Star~SU has gained significant.
competency lin applying its own machine tools to
its manufacturlingl processes which include gear
cutting tools of aU types, master gears and
screw compressor rotors.

-lProfileand continuous ,generat:inglgear
grinding/honingl

- IRotor, thread and broach 'grinding
- Uni,versal tool grinding
- Hob grinding and resharpeninq
- Shapsr cutter 'gr,i:nding
- Shaving cutter ano master gear grinding
- Carbide tool grindingl
- CBN and diamond plated profile 'gninding

wheels

Visit our website to
download our complete
program of products and
find out the mat,ch for your
particular need. We're
closer th'an you may thin'k.
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Star-SU Inc.
5200 Prairie Stone Parkway
Suite 100
Hoffman Estates, IL ,60192
Tel.: (847) 649-1450
Fax: (847) 649-0112
saJes@star-su,com
www,star-su,Qom


